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Welcome to issue five of The Blue Notebook

We have a great selection of articles for Vol 3 No 1
including: Robyn Sassen considers the apartheid army
as an unexpected incubator for artists’ books in South
Africa; Dr Anne Hammond examines non-narrative
sequence in photographic books; Your Turn: experiments 
in narrative and play has been co-written by Patricia
Allmer, Jonathan Carson, Rosie Miller and John 
Sears, exploring the book as a site for game-playing
and storytelling, with a new work (published as artists’ 
pages in this issue); Kyoko Tachibana writes about 
the current state of book arts in Japan, where 
graphic design is prevalent, and artists’ books are often
considered to be “designed” by artists - she looks at
how they are perceived outside the context of Europe
and America; Danny Flynn shares his experiments
with laser cutting acrylic to replace wood and metal
type for letterpress print; and Tate Shaw’s Enfolded by
Holes, considers the implications of our relationship
with the open book. 

We also have a book review from Brad Freeman and
an update on recently discovered works by the outsider
artist James Castle, from one of our own reviewers,
Professor Tom Trusky.

Many thanks to the writers in this issue for their
thoughtful and diverse essays and reviews:

Tate Shaw (USA)
Robyn Sassen (South Africa)
Patricia Allmer, Jonathan Carson, Rosie Miller 
and John Sears, (UK)
Danny Flynn (UK)
Dr Anne Hammond (UK)
Kyoko Tachibana (Japan)
Brad Freeman (USA)
Tom Trusky (USA)

Thanks to the artists who accepted Tom Sowden’s 
invitation to produce artwork for this issue: 

David Faithfull (UK) 
Nick Thurston (UK)
Sandy Christie (UK) 
Baysan Yüksel (Turkey)
E F Stevens (USA)
seekers of lice (UK)
Carson & Miller (UK)

seekers of lice has hand-painted and stamped 
variations of a colour artist’s page, which has been
tipped-in each copy of this issue, with a black and
white design for the online issue. Some of the artists

have made colour and black and white versions of
their pages, and E F Stevens has added a short audio
file, so please download the online issue to enjoy the 
different versions.

Special thanks to Beth White and Penny White 
respectively, for the brilliant cover, badge and sticker
designs and illustrations for this issue. 

Many thanks to our referees for their work reviewing
the written submissions: 

Susan Johanknecht (UK) 
Maria Fusco (UK) 
Dr Paulo Silveira (Brazil) 
Buzz Spector (USA) 
Ulrike Stoltz (Germany) 
Tom Trusky (USA)

Vol 3 No 2 comes out in April 2009 and will include:
Linda Newington on the book works of John Dilnot;
Emily Artinian will look at architects’ books; Sarah
Jacobs - Readers; and Lorna Crabbe discusses the 
links between - male and female - printing, publishing
and embroidery in book arts. 

Please do keep your ideas for articles coming in for
future issues - submission guidelines can be found on
our website at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm

And finally, thanks to our readers for continuing to
support The Blue Notebook with your subscriptions; 
we hope you enjoy this issue.

Sarah Bodman
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Bangboek Willem Boshoff (1977-81) Ink, paper, masonite. 
Unique work. Photographer: John Hodgkiss

Bangboek Willem Boshoff (1977-81) Ink, paper, masonite. 
Unique work. Photographer: John Hodgkiss
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Under covers: South Africa’s apartheid
army - an incubator for artists’ books

Robyn Sassen

South Africa was the pariah of the contemporary 
western world because of its legalised and enforced
racism, between 1948 and 1994. Apartheid touched
the lives of all South Africans, explicitly or implicitly.
Oppression of the black majority was accomplished 
in many ways - through legalism and legislation, 
indoctrination and education. The South African
Defence Force (SADF), which between 1961 and 1993
conducted the forced conscription of young white 
men, is an odd incubator for artists’ books. Yet, it is my
argument in this essay, that selected work made by five
South African artists, which fits the rubric of ‘artist’s
book’, developed directly out of the artists’ experiences
in the army, or their thoughts surrounding the realities
of being forced to subscribe to certain political (and
racist) values by virtue of their gender and skin colour. 

The works I will be examining here are Willem
Boshoff ’s Bangboek (1977-81), Steven Cohen’s Alice in
Pretoria series (1988) and the progression of his work
from this point, selected pieces from the collaborative
oeuvre of Anton Kannemeyer and Conrad Botes, who
created Bitterkomix, and Paul Emmanuel’s The Lost Men
(Grahamstown) (2004). 

But, what is an artist’s book?  Must it be a paged 
document with a spine, pagination, a foredge and 
a colophon? Must its content comprise text? Must it 
be a unique item, collectable by galleries and upheld as
precious? David Paton argues that over the years, the
artist’s book has shifted in its defining characteristics
from the codex as ‘fixed artifact to that of a work
whose existence is contingent on the active engagement
of the reader’, thus giving the codex a dynamism 
previously not credited as possible (Paton, 2006, 16).
Each of the artists whose work I examine challenges
these notions, exploding an understanding of the
artist’s book in a manner which reinvents it, while
claiming ownership of it.

Willem Boshoff (b. 1951) is a South African conceptual
artist. Through the years, he has often been alone in
his construction of a visual arts language that segues
with the idiosyncrasy of written language. He is an
Afrikaans-speaking individual, who enjoys a fascination
with the social and political connotations of language,
and he exploits this fascination on various levels, in the
form of artists’ books, installations and in two- and
three-dimensional works. In the early 1970s, Boshoff

was conscripted to the SADF. The ruling at that time
was that conscriptees were obliged to attend camps
sporadically, after an initial two years of basic training.
Boshoff was outspoken about the value of the army:
‘To my mind, the army was doing wrong, intimidating
and killing instead of helping’, he said at a camp 
during the 1970s (www.willemboshoff.com, accessed
July 31, 2008). Voicing this type of criticism of the
army was punishable, and Boshoff was informed upon,
by the men in his platoon, for making this statement.
He was publicly humiliated and ‘relegated to the rank
of potato-peeler’ (www.willemboshoff.com, accessed
July 31, 2008). Thereafter, he became ‘much more
careful about what I say and to whom. My private
diaries were filled with contentions against military
service’ (www.willemboshoff.com, accessed July 31,
2008).

These private diaries saw surreptitious light of day 
a couple of years later, when Boshoff was called up 
for another camp. This time, he refused to handle a
weapon, and was relegated by a kindly chaplain to a
desk job. During this period he typed up an 86-page
document on a military typewriter and official paper. 
It ridiculed army practices and criticised military 
principles. 

The following year, as another camp loomed, 
he resolved to refuse to wear a uniform or to
obey orders, actions which were then punishable
by imprisonment. In preparation for spending
time in jail, he devised a secret alphabet and
wrote up his notes … in this code … 
As it turned out, he had already completed the
required number of camps, and so the crisis was
averted. But Bangboek, ‘The Book That Is Afraid’,
remains as a record of the moment. 
(Vladislavic, 2005, 40)

In 1984, Boshoff submitted the completed book in 
partial fulfilment of his National Higher Diploma in
Fine Art at what was then the Technikon
Witwatersrand. This ‘secretly knitted armour against
arguments I would encounter’ (www.willemboshoff.com
accessed July 31, 2008), comprised a thicket of dots
and lines; its original text is in phonetic English, even
though the title is in Afrikaans. Boshoff ’s employer 
and promoter for his diploma (he was, at that time,
teaching in the Fine Art department at that institution),
was a staunch supporter of apartheid politics, and
Boshoff was afraid of revealing the true content of
Bangboek, which he only allowed to be revealed after
South Africa’s transition to democratic rule in 1994.
The work takes the form of a conventional codex,
bound between covers of masonite. 
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Alice in Pretoria Steven Cohen (1988) hand-coloured screenprint on canvas. Unique work. 
Photographer: John Hodgkiss

The Living Room Steven Cohen (1989) installation at Market Galleries, Newtown, Johannesburg
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Steven Cohen (b. 1962), currently resident in France, 
is a Johannesburg-born artist best known for his
impromptu performances in the public domain, which
deal with xenophobia and homophobia. Cohen is
white, male, South African, homosexual and Jewish,
and he uses all of these determining characteristics in
the construction of his bold and controversial art. 
He began working with the medium of screenprint
while he was in the army during the 1980s.
Anecdotally, the period he spent in the army served 
as a catalyst for him. He told a magazine journalist: 

I was a frigid, boring boy at school and a bit 
vacuous at university. I always wanted to be an
artist and gay and never dared to be. The army
turned my head around … out of the destruction
of the army I made myself what I wanted to be.
(Raphaely, 1991, 131)

During the time that he was conscripted, he refused 
to hold a gun, an aberration for which he was sent to
the lunatic asylum associated with the army, for long
periods of time. He also, at one point ‘AWOLed’ from
the army, in order to attend a course in screenprinting
at the Ruth Prowse School of Art, in Cape Town,
which offered occasional courses in different art 
techniques. Pnina Fenster comments:

The other students on the four-month course
produced eight serviettes and a tablecloth - nice
florals, pink abstracts. Steven left with 30 repeats
of Voortrekker Monuments, the whole Alice in
Pretoria series, and the decision to print fabrics
professionally. (Fenster, 1989, 30)

In 1988, he exhibited Alice in Pretoria.  This work 
comprised screenprints on canvas in which Cohen 
had quoted from the original 1911 John Tenniel 
illustrations of Lewis Carroll’s (1866) Alice in Wonderland.
Cohen photographically manipulated them to fit a 
criticism of the local status quo, which included 
political and sexual censorship. In these hand-coloured
works, the Alice figure is placed in a context juxtaposed
with a diversity of disparate sexual and violent images,
including giant penises, small Voortrekker Monuments,
casspirs, hand grenades, cockroaches and other vermin,
symbols not only of an aggressive sexuality and a
potent sense of filth, but also of the internecine war
that was ongoing in South Africa at the time. 
The screenprinted fabric, stretched and hung like
paintings gave voice to other display possibilities 
for Cohen, that would engage the viewer on a more
intimate and personal level. In 1989, he took part in 
a two-person exhibition at the Market Galleries in
Newtown, Johannesburg. Entitled ‘The Living Room’,
the exhibition represented a move toward three-

dimensional articulation, and in my representation 
of the concept, into creating artists’ books on a 
particularly conceptual level. This exhibition 
comprised generally period style furniture, which
Cohen had reupholstered with his printed fabrics. 
By this time, the subject of his fabrics had shifted to
becoming even more politically outspoken than they
had been, and he began using the faces of important
apartheid leaders and social icons, such as Paul Kruger
and Hendrik Verwoerd as repeat design elements. 
It is my contention that these pieces of furniture and
fabric promote interactivity in a manner in which 
traditional two-dimensional or three-dimensional art
does not. It is also my contention that without the 
catalyst of the army, Cohen would not have developed
as politically articulate a repertoire.  

It is significant to bear in mind that during apartheid,
with particular reference to the 1980s, when in many
respects, the struggle for liberation was at its most 
violent peak, South Africa’s political atmosphere was
characterised by extreme censorship. The Publications
and Entertainment Act of 1963 defined categories of
undesirable literary material:

A publication or object shall be deemed to be
undesirable if it or any part of it
a) is indecent or obscene or harmful to public
morals;
b) is blasphemous or is offensive to the religious
convictions or feelings of any section of the
inhabitants of the Republic;
c) brings any section of the inhabitants of the
Republic into ridicule or contempt;
d) is harmful to the relations between any 
inhabitants of the Republic;
e) is prejudicial to the safety of the State, the 
general welfare, or the peace and good order.
(De Lange, 1997, 8)

Other governmentally imposed Acts included the
Indecent or Obscene Photographic Matter Act, 
the Customs and Excise Act, the Protection of
Information Act, the Internal Security Act and the
Public Safety Act, all of which had definitions that
were largely subjective and that effectively ‘meant that
the South African public… lived in a state of varying
degrees of ignorance, often unaware of what [was]…
happening in their own country’ ( Jacobson, 1993, 47). 
These campaigns were made known nationally through
the media and one of their effects was the rendering
taboo of many socio-political issues for discussion.
Another effect was the burgeonings of an underground
movement, in which artists were creating work that
completely contradicted all of these values as radically
as possible.
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Best of Bitterkomix Volume 1 Conrad Botes (a.k.a. Konradski) (1998). Pen and ink.
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Sexuality was also potentially a volatile issue, which
could represent deviation from the white parochial
mindset that ruled South Africa at the time.
Homosexuality was a punishable crime.  In 1985, 
an ad hoc committee was set up by the President’s
Council to investigate the Immorality Act. This 
committee recommended an investigation into 
‘what programmes of rehabilitation or forms of
punishment would be desirable’ for society to ‘express
its abhorrence to homosexuality’ (Gevisser 1995, 60).  

This type of mindset opened the possibilities of
irreverent art wide; there are many manifestations of
this, particularly from the late 1980s. Artists Anton
Kannemeyer (b. 1967) (a.k.a. Joe Dog) and Conrad
Botes (b. 1969) (a.k.a. Konradski) met at Stellenbosch
University in 1988 and began collaborating on a comic
strip which developed into Bitterkomix (launched in
1992); a series of hand-drawn comic narratives 
contained in sporadically produced anthologies, which
aggressively parody the comic genre, bringing sexually
explicit images and extreme violence in its story lines.
Kannemeyer and Botes collaborated with other artists 
in creating this project, which aimed to be distributed
widely at retailers. Andy Mason comments that comics
‘are often regarded as the quintessential 20th century
pop art form, linked to the emergence of mass literacy
and the rise of the great newspaper and popular 
publishing empires’ (Mason, 2006, 5). In some respects,
this makes reflection on Bitterkomix as artists’ books
anachronistic, yet, the culture to which Bitterkomix 
subscribes is anti-comic in the mainstream 
understanding of the concept; the artists draw from
beyond the mainstream arts community. Rather, the
project serves as a platform for generating controversy. 

For Kannemeyer, it has been a concerted 
campaign of revenge against the hated authority
figures of his boyhood - his father who abused

him, ‘Barries’ who caned him, and all the 
headmasters, dominees, policemen and rugger 
buggers who in one way or another attempted to
indoctrinate, punish and belittle him… Botes
…explore[s] the subterranean, subtextual 
dimensions of graphic storytelling. 
(Mason, 2006, 7)

This may be seen in Kannemeyer’s Boetie (1995), 
a sequential story which tells of the main protagonist,
Boetie, a child living with an abusive father. It is
direct and horrifying in its detail, honed in a format
that would make it intelligible as a comic for a young
child to read, and yet, its content represents an insight
into domestic abuse that society demands be hidden
behind the proverbial lace curtains. Similarly, Botes’s
cover for the Best of Bitterkomix (1998) offers a complex
layering of socially precious values which press on 
sensitive taboos of the contemporary Afrikaans society,
from religious to state-based values, as well as ones 
concerned with political history and sexuality. 
The work is controversial on several counts. 
According to Liese van der Watt: 

… these works are directed against some or 
other taboo within Afrikaner society with
Calvinism and patriarchy particularly under
attack. Whether through crude and obscene 
language … or explicit sexual scenes preferably
juxtaposed with some or other reference to 
religion, these works have elicited much attention
in especially Afrikaans media.The reception of
these works have centred around arguments
about freedom of expression. In most instances
the works were either censored, … removed from
being exhibited in public spaces, exhibitions
closed down or altogether boycotted.
(van der Watt, 1997, 120)

Boetie (detail) Anton Kannemeyer (a.k.a. Joe Dog)1995. Translation: When Boetie wakes up, something doesn’t feel nice//
Pappa strokes Boetie’s little piepie thing up and down and up and down …//…and Boetie’s little piepie thing gets hard!
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The Lost Men (Grahamstown) Paul Emmanuel, 2004 (detail)
Photographer: Andrew Meintjies

The Lost Men (Grahamstown) Paul Emmanuel, 2004 (installation)
Photographer: Andrew Meintjies
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Van der Watt argues, however, that rather than 
upsetting values irreparably and exposing flaws in 
the mindsets that propagated these values, the work 
of Bitterkomix represents a direct ‘flipside’ of the 
situation. Drawing explicit sex and gratuitous violence
becomes a gesture for its own sake, rather than one
bearing a message about sexism or racism or 
xenophobia, for instance. Rita Barnard corroborates
this, with her reflection on the type of criticism
Bitterkomix garnered from the time of its inception. 
Poet and communist cadre, Jeremy Cronin challenged
the makers of Bitterkomix and other young rebellious
Afrikaner-focused projects to ‘grow up, move beyond
the oedipal and bohemian politics of ‘flashing rude
signs at the Voortrekker Monument’ and ‘stand 
shoulder to should with the great majority’ in the fight
for an inclusive democracy’ (Barnard, 2006, 142).
Cronin argued that Bitterkomix’s preoccupation with the
Afrikaner patriarchy and its satirising of ‘the hypocrisy,
venality and outright perversion of parents, teachers,
ministers and politicians’ (Barnard, 2006, 142), 
was juvenile and escapist. On the other hand, the 
satire evoked by Bitterkomix embodies a politics of
confrontational negation, like that of Cohen’s 
screenprints and early furniture pieces.

Contemporary South African printmaking boasts an
uneasy relationship between classical printmaking 
and the attention-seeking gestures that have historically
informed protest art, lending itself to performance 
culture. It is my belief that the medium and discipline
of the artist’s book sits, possibly uncomfortably, 
but nevertheless dynamically between these two 
approaches to art. Paul Emmanuel (b. 1969) is 
critically positioned after South Africa’s transition into 
democracy; he emerged into the cultural sphere as a
professional artist after the struggle period. Emmanuel
missed forced conscription because he was not born in
South Africa. He makes performance art and artists’
books, using his body as a matrix for blind embossing
to explore issues of his own genderised identity. 
The nature of the work is such that it confronts the
notion of textual readability; it opens up the body in a
manner which forces it in the rubric of a book of sorts. 
In The Lost Men (Grahamstown) (2004), Emmanuel 
examines the political implications of his gender
through the names and thus the identities of young
men killed in South African wars. He embosses hot
lead text bearing the names of these fallen soldiers 
into vulnerable parts of his own body. The direct use 
of the body offers a spin of values, which force the 
art to become confrontational on several levels. 
With reference to the use of the living human body 
in art, Kathy O’Dell explains the ‘it’s me’ quality, a
term developed by Roland Barthes with regard to the
readability of photographs and the domain of touch.

[I]n masochistic performances, not only because
of the enormous attention the artist brings to 
the body but also because of the focus on the
performer’s skin … [the viewer is provided with]
… a general point of identification. 
(O’Dell, 1998, 15)

The Lost Men (Grahamstown) is an installation of 21
sheets of silk, 1 x 2 m in size, printed with photographic
images of parts of the artist’s naked and shaved body
that have been embossed with an old serif font lead
typeface, bearing the actual names of British, Boer 
and Xhosa men killed in the Frontier Wars in the
Eastern Cape of South Africa, between 1820 and
1850. The sheets were hung on washing lines within
the landscape. The installation’s appearance was 
determined by unpredictable movement of the sheets
in the wind. ‘The Xhosa names were never recorded
except in stories told by the white soldiers’, Emmanuel
explained in an interview. ‘They aren’t even full names’
(Tipping Woods, 2004). The body parts onto which 
the texts have been embossed are male and white, 
but without other recognisable identity.  

Trained and employed as a printmaker, Emmanuel’s
articulation as an artist has been shaped by the 
disciplines that inform classical printmaking. He first
earned critical repute for his intensely detailed 
mezzotints. In The Lost Men, Emmanuel contextualises
himself: ‘…making and working with material objects
[is] … a way of ‘cheating death’’ (Sassen, 2006, 9).  
He explains part of his motivation in creating this 
work as resting on impermanence. Using the body as a
matrix to create these embossings becomes particularly
poignant for this reason. Unlike a plate that has been
permanently etched or cut into, the flesh will heal 
itself from a bit of hot lead pushed into its surface.  

This series offers an astute engagement with the body
as medium and support, but also on the history of
marking the body to denote ownership by others.
Emmanuel alludes to the idea that his maleness could
have led him to be a casualty, fighting a war in which
he may have had no vested interests or even opinions.
He elects to represent the manner in which he has 
used his body as printmaking matrices in another
means of printmaking - the photograph. Rather than
inking up and printing this matrix, he gives it life and
socio-political resonance by photographing it. Yet,
Ariella Azoulay who considers the role of photography
in a world coloured by the prevalence of death in the
media, groups casting and stamping together with 
photography as a form of reproduction of images. 
She cites Heidegger: ‘we are living in an era of the
conquest of the world as a picture’ (Azoulay, 2001, 17).
In many ways, Emmanuel’s work resonates with the
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The Lost Men (Grahamstown) Paul Emmanuel, 2004 (detail)
Photographer: Andrew Meintjies



clinical genre of photography that documents medical
anomalies for research purposes. This type of imaging
relates them to the traditions of colonialism which
stereotyped specific groups of people for the purposes
of scientific study, often very destructive in its 
implications and isolation of ‘human types’. 

A consideration of the work and thinking 
methodologies of these five artists reveals, I believe, 
a potent and grown-up artists’ books aesthetic coming
from a country that was handicapped by cultural
embargo and economic sanctions during the Eighties
and Nineties. The visual language articulated by these
artists is coloured with a violence, at times explicit, 
at others, internalised and self-questioning. Boshoff ’s
Bangboek is intentionally closed to a potential reader.
The whole narrative it contains has effectively been
censored from any prying eyes whatsoever, into a 
key-less code. Cohen’s work is visually outrageous 
with its use of penises in a culture where issues relating
to sex was prohibited, and his trivialising of political
figures’ faces in a manner evocative of flower borders
in decorative fabric flew in the face of the authorities’
values. Bitterkomix created by Anton Kannemeyer and
Conrad Botes has achieved cult status amongst
Afrikaner youth as well as art aficionados. Emmanuel’s
confrontation with a viewership is troubling - he has
attempted to travel this work to different international
arenas, where war has informed a lot of the local
mindset and litany, including Ireland, Botswana and
Lebanon. The work has met with varying success in
terms of its reception and in principle. Communities
thwarted by the presence of war and enforced 
restriction on freedom of expression remain frightened
and resistant to work of this nature. I believe that the
presence of violence in a given society, particularly 
governmentally-imposed and often dictatorially 
established violence, opens up challenges to creative
practitioners to develop a visual grammar that 
counterpoises this violence with a corollary. 
The artist’s book, or a manifestation of it, in South
Africa, is still fairly marginal as a medium or support 
in contemporary art making, but the five artists in this
article offer insight into its dynamism.

Robyn Sassen is a freelance arts writer and academic.
She writes regularly for numerous print and online
publications, is the Arts Editor for the SA Jewish Report,
and teaches contractually at several universities. 
Robyn holds a Master’s degree in Art History from the
University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, and
is a printmaker and book artist.
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Photography and the Sequence: The Image
as Poetry, Page by Page

Anne Hammond

Photography has taken many and various roles in 
the history of the book and the artist’s book: the 
occasional illustration of text, the photo-documentary,
the documentation of installation art, the poetic 
combination of text and image, the record of a 
journey, the autobiographical album and the museum
archive, among many others. In the realm of original
book creations, Alex Sweetman has considered the
‘critical realist’ work of a number of book makers
including Moholy-Nagy, Walker Evans, Weegee, Paul
Strand, Ralph Gibson, Robert Frank, William Klein,
Lee Friedlander and Nathan Lyons1.  Johanna Drucker,
in her assessment of twentieth-century artists’ books,
adds a few others, including Albert Renger-Patzsch.
Despite an implied criticism of the commercial 
production of the books by these photographers,
Drucker makes a case for photographic publications 
as ‘cross-over’ artists’ books that ‘extend the possibility
of artistic expression into a more commercial venue’2.
This is particularly true of any photographer who 
personally controls the sequence of his or her images.
Photographers making artists’ books define the
‘sequence’ as the relation of the photographic image 
to other photographs on the following and preceding
pages. 

Photographers who assemble their images in 
portfolios have a more non-hierarchical and lateral,
accumulative process of understanding their work. 
In the photographic portfolio individual prints are
arranged loosely in a group, unconstrained by 
binding, allowing for a degree of intuitiveness of
visual interpretation. The format of the exhibition 
is more linear in structure and therefore more nearly 
approaches the process of engaging with a book, 
in the viewer's experience of time and the physical
movement from one frame to the next. The viewer 
of the exhibition has, in his or her peripheral vision,
the residual image, or afterimage, of the preceding
photograph which colours the meanings of those 
following it.  This way of reading meanings across
images can also be appreciated in the photographic
book.

The transition from one image to another, as one turns
the pages of a book, is a different kind of perceptual
experience than either a portfolio or an exhibition.
Neither static nor cinematic, the viewer is drawn into
the images in a book in a way that isolated study of

individual pictures, or the kinetic experience of
sublimated transitions in film, would render impossible.
To stop and analyse a separate image is to become to
some extent an objective observer, self-conscious and to
an extent distanced from the work. To be delivered up
to the relentless narrative of the film transports the
viewer to another realm, which is the opposite extreme.
Whereas to properly apprehend the artist’s sequence
requires a conscious yet direct subjective engagement
with the continuity of over-layered imagery, half-
remembered forms, and not yet realised expectations 
of shapes and ideas to come. The former are external
events, the latter is both an immediate and immersive
experience.

The artist’s book offers many alternatives to the 
traditional western bound ‘codex’ style, including the
oriental (accordion) fold; the fan; and the Venetian
blind. Even within the traditional book format, internal
devices can present non-linear groups of images by
means of complex fold-outs. But the page-bound 
structure of the codex form establishes its sequential
mode of viewing. The book artist and writer Keith
Smith offers a very useful distinction between two
modes of presentation: the narrative series of images,
which works upon the viewer by what he calls 
‘contiguous referral’, versus a more complex 
non-linear sequence approached through what he
terms ‘contingential referral’, a neologism combining
the words ‘contingent’ and ‘tangential’3. Every visual
reference between images implies a relationship 
of some degree of meaning. These two types of
consciously directed referral, contiguous and 
contingent, describe two ways artists establish 
intentional relationships between images.  
In the contiguous series, one image leads the eye 
and mind on to the next to tell the story; whereas the
contingent sequence introduces an intuitive element
into the order of visual clues to build up a sense of
meaning for the whole. The contiguous series of still
frames in a story-board spells out the narrative of the
film; the contingent sequence of a reading of tarot
cards offers a number of different interpretations
depending on which cards are next to each other.  
But contingency of reading is not limited to the 
non-linear. The sequencing of images in a book may
provide the basic orchestration of its music, but the
viewer's own performance of turning pages reveals 
pictures at different speeds and triggers ideas and 
emotional responses with greater or lesser intensity.
The memory of previous images produces a 
subconscious mental montage. Reflection upon 
particularly potent or evocative images allows them to
linger in the mind, inflecting a certain tone of feeling
over the whole.
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I would like to focus on three photographers in 
particular, who employed sequencing by contingent
referral. These photographers used text in varying
degrees in their publications, but in all cases it was
their sequencing of images that constituted the core 
of the work. Ranging in approach from the 
documentary style of Dorothea Lange, to the lyrical
realism of Ansel Adams, to the aids to metaphysical
contemplation created by Minor White, all three relied
on some form of non-narrative visual sequencing, 
calling upon the interpretative resources of the viewer
for their realisation. 

The documentary style which evolved under the
graphic influence of magazines like Life (1936) 
produced one of the most widely read and important
photographic books of the twentieth century: 
Dorothea Lange and Paul Taylor’s American Exodus.  
The photography historian Beaumont Newhall wrote
that in Lange’s ordering of the elements of the book
'words and pictures do not merely explain and 
illustrate: they reinforce one another to produce… 
the “third effect”’4; in fact, two pictures, independent 
of textual support, could likewise stimulate the 
interpretative and evaluative faculties of the reader,
enhancing their individual effects and creating a third
idea or feeling. Lange was adept at making meaningful
juxtapositions of pictures in pairs, and hoped that 
photographers in future would surpass her to work in
threes and fours, moving from the ‘statement’ to ‘what
in writing is a paragraph’5. 

In American Exodus, in a group of images under the
‘Plains’ section, Lange positions two photographs on 
a single page to create a composite third feeling6. 
In the first, six displaced tenant farmers stand against
the six dark window screens of a wooden building, 
a frieze of concerned faces in the assertive and 
independent figures of the men. But the adjacent
image shows a smaller group of the same farmers 
sitting on the ground, in attitudes of boredom and 
disconsolation.  We see dejection, but cannot separate
it from the strength and resistance of the previous
image - the feeling of the two together as a dialectical
unit is indivisible. When yet another photograph is
added, of an elderly man leaning against a hand-hewn
gate with a small hammer in his hand, and his face 
half in light, half in shadow, the visual syntax is even
further developed.  His industry and open stance lend
authenticity to his testimony: he has seen it coming,
and is uncertain of the future, but he is undespairing.
Here Lange’s sense of the visual ‘paragraph’ begins to
take shape.

Ansel Adams was one of the first photographers to
champion Lange’s work, by including her Bread Line,

1933 in his book Making a Photograph (1935) to represent
the genre he called the ‘photo document’. In 1955,
Adams and Nancy Newhall embarked on a project,
originally conceived as an exhibition about 
conservation, which evolved into a book entitled 
This Is the American Earth (1960). Newhall’s text for this
publication consisted of poetic accompaniments to
Adams’ photographs which they hoped would produce
an effect greater than either text or images alone.  
In 1952, Newhall had written a manifesto for what she
believed to be a new art form in which photographs
and words could be brought together to produce a
more dynamic meaning7. Adams also believed that
such fusions might ‘create a new order of expressive
moods and symbols, transcending the obvious and the
explicit’8. But despite their high hopes, the power of
the page spreads was primarily visual and driven by the
contrast and expressive treatment of the photographs.

The pre-title sequence of the book begins with a 
double-spread of Adams’ photograph Sierra Nevada from
Lone Pine, California, with Newhall’s text, ‘This is the
American Earth. This, as citizens, we all inherit. This 
is ours, to love and live upon, and use wisely down all
the generations of the future’. This grand landscape,
bled off the edges of the page, sets the rhetorical and
aesthetic tone, and is followed by five photographs that
build to a modest climax. The text facing the torrent of
Nevada Fall, Yosemite National Park asks ‘What is the price
of exaltation?’ The adjacent photograph expresses
both terror and the exhilaration at seeing natural forces
unconstrained; a small juniper tree beside the top of
the falls only emphasises the sense of overwhelming
power by appearing to survive it. The next spread 
contrasts a close-up of a fern glistening with raindrops
against the rippled panorama of Lake MacDonald.
These micro- and macro-worlds are unified by the 
formal resemblance between a fan of ripples on the
lake and the fronds of fern leaves, an implied relational
meaning created solely by visual comparison.  

The sequence of the photographs in the ‘overture’ 
of This Is the American Earth, established jointly by
Adams and Newhall, generates subtle feelings of
longing, exhilaration, tenderness and serenity, even
without verbal underscoring, simply by the selection 
of subject matter, size and placement. The expressive
force of Adams’  photographs, sustained and magnified
by the sequencing of images in the book, transcends
the poetic aspirations of Newhall’s text. In Keith
Smith’s three modes of image and text interaction -
‘parallel’, ‘contradiction’, and ‘modification’ - 
one reason for the non-integration of the text and
image in Newhall and Adams’ book is suggested: 
the pairings of text and photograph parallel each 
other too closely, limiting the interpretive breadth 
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of either element. The didactic message of
conservation principles, even in epic poetry style,
restricts the images to a too narrow range of meaning.

In 1945, Minor White worked as an assistant to Nancy
and Beaumont Newhall in the photographic collections
at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City,
learning from Nancy, especially, as she hung the 
photographs for a retrospective exhibition of the 
work of Edward Weston. Taking a teaching job at the
California School of Fine Arts in San Francisco, White
became close friends with Ansel Adams, and developed
a mode of working with the photographic sequence as
an interrelated group of images which he believed
might stimulate the mind to greater intellectual and
emotional associations than the single photograph
alone. White’s idea of the subjective power of the
sequence was largely informed by his experience of the
photographs of Alfred Stieglitz. 

Stieglitz developed his concept of the ‘equivalent’ with
reference to Maurice Denis’ definition of the Symbolist
ideal: 

We assert that the emotions or states of the soul
evoked by some spectacle involved in the artist’s
imagination are signs or plastic equivalents 
capable of reproducing these emotions…; 
that with every condition of our sensibility 
there must be a corresponding objective 
harmony which is capable of translating it.9

The idea of the equivalent, a symbol extracted directly
from the world and aesthetically harmonized in the
photograph, made a great impact on many of the 
photographers around him during the 1930s and 40s,
including Adams and White. When Stieglitz gave
Adams a one-man show at his gallery An American
Place in 1936, his sequencing of the photographs
made Adams exclaim that by their juxtapositions on
the wall Stieglitz had ‘psychoanalyzed’ him10. 
This kind of analysis, not necessarily either Freudian 
or Jungian, may have simply referred to the interaction
between sequential images in which their meaningful
components, or ‘equivalent’ properties, culminated in
an enlargement and enrichment of the experience.  
In Adams’ case, this was the alchemical reaction 
of individual emotional responses crystallising into 
realisation; feelings evoked by particular images 
were suddenly seen against the contrasting emotions
introduced by other photographs, through contingent
referral on the exhibition wall. 

From the time he met Stieglitz in 1946, to 1974, Minor
White worked in structured groupings of photographs
which, as he had learned from Stieglitz, could produce

a much more complex statement than isolated 
individual images11. Although some of White’s early
sequences incorporated small amounts of text, by the
1950s he abandoned words altogether and relied solely
on the feelings and associations rising from the images
to create combined meanings.  In an era when 
magazine photojournalism was still a major genre 
of photographic production, White distinguished his
kind of sequence quite clearly from the photo essay: 
‘A picture-story explains and demonstrates. A sequence
sustains the feeling-states.’12 In order to appreciate the
wealth of potential meanings and inferences generated
by the sequence, the viewer’s faculties of perception
and memory are critically exercised: the visual imprint
on the mind’s eye of one image (its gestalt, and its
accompanying emotional association) is held over 
and interacts with the image that follows. Thus the
sequence supports the viewer’s access to different levels
of meaning stimulated by the contrast inherent in their
physical tangency. By contingent referral, forms and
feeling-tones are registered, in shades of accuracy and
persistence, across a number of photographs.

In the first three photographs of the twelve part
sequence Song Without Words (1948)13, textural and tonal
contrasts of land, water and sky give elemental nuances
to the whole group which presents two human figures
in attitudes of searching and isolation in the context 
of the powerful surges of tide and weather. The first
image presents a black silhouetted diagonal cliff
descending to a silvery sea surrounding an exposed
black rock, towards which a thick bank of fog 
relentlessly advances from the horizon. In the 
second, the darkness of the land is transferred to the
sky and sea, only alleviated by a few wisps of cloud 
that resemble a fleeting figure blurred by extended 
exposure. The next image returns to an intense 
darkness of foreground rock, unyielding against the
white froth of surf crashing against it. There is an
inevitability in the repeating incoming lines of surf.
This feeling of the inexorable in nature, the self
affected by and struggling against external forces, 
and the nostalgia of transience, runs through the 
entire sequence and colours the viewer’s perception 
of the further nine parts of the group.

If Dorothea Lange imagined her pictures making up
paragraphs of visual prose, Minor White’s syntax
developed out of his experience of writing poetry14.
Images in sequence may share with poetry rhetorical
devices and constructive principles such as connotation,
metaphor, amplification, parallelism or repetition.
The poetic device of enjambment, for example, in
which one thought runs over into the next line without
a pause, offers a rough analogy for the carrying
through of ‘feeling states’ in White’s sequences from
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one photograph to the next: the meaning of the first
image remains with the viewer and inflects the tone of
the following image, and the following thought. 

White, in his teaching career at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, inculcated in a whole 
generation of photographers and photo instructors the
concept of the sequence - Walter Chappell and Paul
Caponigro, in particular, continued in his footsteps,
and his influence was carried to the United Kingdom
in the 1970s and 80s by photographers like Raymond
Moore. One White and Stieglitz follower, Thomas
Joshua Cooper, has made a distinction between the
series, the essay, and the sequence in photography: 

The series relates facts in an orderly and 
intelligible fashion, the essay tells or narrates a
story… while the sequence suggests, implies and
indicates by means of visual metaphor and/or
simile a more subtle state of the subject at hand,
a more poetic rendering of it, than either the
series or essay is capable of doing.15

The strength of the sequence lies in the lyrical 
subtlety of its visual continuity through a bond of
implied significance between images, by contingent
referral. In its highest form, Cooper suggests, it may 
be a means of visionary insight. In fact, for White, 
the photographic sequence represented, potentially, 
a psychological journey enabling the viewer to gain
self-knowledge and psychic awareness. 

One photographer, Virginia Khuri, in discussing the
photographic sequence offers an analogy with music:
‘In music, notes in series are scales; when arranged
according to tone and rhythm, they become a musical
sequence’16. Nancy Newhall, too, found that ‘the power
of the photograph springs from a deeper source than
words - the same deep source as music.’17 Although the
melody of the musical sequence is structured by its
notes, its meaning is always cumulative, relying on the
memory of the hearer to shape the whole. Music is 
the art form which, in its total abstraction, brings us 
closest to metaphysical knowledge. This is what, in
Schopenhauer’s terms, makes it the highest form of
art. A realist art form like photography, which appears
to ‘imitate’ physical realities, will always struggle to
achieve degrees of spiritual expression. Perhaps this
goal is approached by photographers whose images
perform a poetic, and musical, role in the work of
art through the sequence.

Dr Anne Hammond is Research Fellow in Photography at
the Centre for Fine Print Research, University of the
West of England, Bristol. She is the author of Ansel
Adams: Divine Performance (Yale University Press, 2002),
and is currently guest-curating an exhibition, ‘Ansel
Adams and the Printed Page’, for the Center for
Creative Photography, University of Arizona, for 2010.
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Figure 1: The Exquisite Fold: rules for Game 1, Game 2 and Game 3, Carson & Miller, 2007
30 x 15 cm, inkjet printed on 125gsm cartridge paper, published in an edition of 100

Figure 2: Your Turn: rules for Game 1, Game 2 and Game 3, Carson & Miller, 2008
29.7 x 21 cm, inkjet printed with hand-written notes in ink, preparatory material for artist’s page project

 



Your Turn: experiments in narrative 
and play

Co-written by Player 1 (Patricia Allmer),
Player 2 ( John Sears), Player 3, (Rosie
Miller) and Player 4 ( Jonathan Carson) 

Introduction

In summer 2007 Jonathan Carson and Rosie Miller 
in collaboration with Patricia Allmer and  John Sears
began a project that resulted in the artist’s book 
The Exquisite Fold. Carson and Miller were interested 
in creating an artist’s book where a starting point was
imposed upon them. At their request, Allmer and 
Sears set the initial parameters of Carson and Miller’s
explorations, thus establishing two key principles that
drive the resulting book; the surrealist game of
exquisite corpse1 and the notion of the fold. Carson
and Miller’s initial task was to read the M. R. James
short story Canon Alberic’s Scrap-book (1895). This ghost
story was chosen by Allmer and Sears, following 
discussions between all four collaborators around the
idea of the fold and its implications to both physical
structure and intellectual discourse. Allmer and Sears
selected this reading because within it they had 
identified textual representations of the exquisite
corpse, as outlined in their (unpublished) note to
Carson and Miller:

…these include the creature, the scrapbook 
and its potential subtexts, and the narrative 
itself with its manifold languages and citations,
the uncanniness of the scene and setting.

Following several readings, Carson and Miller focussed
on one particular footnote that translated a text (in
Latin) that Dennistoun, (the story’s central protagonist)
discovers in the scrap-book of the title. Translated, the
text reads as follows:

Answers of the 12th of December 1694. It was
asked: Shall I find it? Answer: Thou shalt. Shall I
become rich? Thou wilt. Shall I live an object of
envy? Thou wilt. Shall I die in my bed? Thou
wilt. (James, 1895, in Cox, 1987, 7)

Carson and Miller were intrigued by a number of
aspects of this footnote; the rhythm of the dialogue,
the strangeness of the set of questions, the decisiveness
of the responses and the micro-narratives (within a
broader narrative) that are evoked within this fragment.
Taking the pattern of question and answer evident 
in the extract, the artists developed the principles of
a game to play between them. After this first game

(Game 1) had been played Game 2 was developed from
it, and then, in turn, Game 3 emerged from Game 2.
The structure and playing of each game thus affected
the structure and playing of the subsequent game.
These games became the central content for The
Exquisite Fold along with Allmer and Sears’ text Dare You
Play On?; an analysis of the fold, its intrinsic behaviour
of concealment and revelation, and its relationship to
the game of exquisite corpse.

Presented here are three explorations of The Exquisite
Fold itself along with some of the ideas that have
emerged from the book since its production. What 
follows are three new texts, one by Carson and Miller,
another by Allmer and Sears, and a third artist’s page
project which is derived from the playing of the three
games documented in The Exquisite Fold (utilising a 
variation of the rules set out in the book in order for
the games to be played by four players - Allmer,
Carson, Miller and Sears, see Figure 1 and Figure 2).
This altered set of games and the new work presented
here as artists’ pages share the title of this article: Your
Turn.

In Part One, Carson and Miller develop a reflexive 
dialogue about the making of The Exquisite Fold.
Alternating type signifies the turns they take in a 
discourse that reflects the notions that drive the book -
play, exchange and narrative. In Part Two, Allmer and
Sears explore the newly developed game of Your Turn,
reflecting on their experience of becoming players and
re-visiting the fold and its secrets.

In the artists’ pages, Your Turn (John) and Your Turn
(Patricia) (see artists’ pages, 36 & 37), the results of
Allmer, Carson, Miller and Sears’ game is displayed in
the form of documentation, showing the paraphernalia 
of the collaborators’ play. Illustrating these texts are 
the rules of the games, both to inform the reader’s
understanding and to invite them to become a player
too (see Figure 1 & Figure 2).

*****************************************************

Part One 

Perhaps the best way to begin is to explain 
how we decided who should start this essay. 
Of course, the answer to this is that we played 
a game. This seemed both appropriate and
inevitable when placed in context with the 
creation of The Exquisite Fold; a book which
concentrates on the principle of play and,
through this, the discovery of meaning and
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Figure 3: The Exquisite Fold (view of front cover), Carson &
Miller, 2007, 17 x 17 cm, one original of the 100 games
played in Game 1 inserted into a hand-folded paper cover,
published in an edition of 100, photograph: Tony Richards

Figure 4: The Exquisite Fold (view of interior, extended), Carson & Miller, 2007
120 x 17 cm, inkjet printed on 125gsm cartridge paper, bound with a paper strap and held in a hand-folded paper cover 
(audio CD not seen), published in an edition of 100, photograph: Tony Richards

 



apparent truth. Intersecting these aspects of
the work is the materiality of the book itself. 
At first glance the book is a representation of
our game-playing. It lays out (quite literally -
see Figure 3 & Figure 4) for the reader; it is 
a document of our games and at the same 
time is instructive, inviting the reader to find 
a partner and play themselves. Beyond these
principles though, this book is inherently a
playful object. It invites the reader to engage
with its structure, to unfold, take apart, 
re-assemble and re-present at will.

Of course, the person who won the game to write the
above opening paragraph might assume they had won
the right to set the agenda for this essay. As with the
game-playing in our book the reader should expect a
certain amount of manoeuvring to go on. Despite the
clear contradiction (like many in The Exquisite Fold) 
I want to make it clear from the out set that I don’t 
like playing games or game playing. However, the 
link between creating a game and creating a story 
is intriguing. Children make this link unconsciously, 
but it’s less obvious in an adult context. Narrative is 
a crucial way for adults and children alike to try and
gain some understanding of ourselves and our world. 
This was the driving force behind the narrative 
games we created and played throughout the book. 
Our attempts to both tell and find truths via the 
deceptively simple game of question and answer 
reveal conflicting, uncomfortable and sometimes 
unintentionally humorous narratives. Instead of
finding a greater understanding the overall experience
of the book is one of uncertainty; how to hold it,
where to begin reading it, how to judge the tone 
and what conclusions to draw from the narrative it
conveys. In his discussions on the uncanny Nicholas
Royle examines the relationship between the uncanny
and uncertainty in relation to our understanding of
ourselves:

The uncanny involves feelings of uncertainty, in
particular regarding the reality of who one is and
what is being experienced. Suddenly one’s sense
of one’s self...seems strangely questionable.
(Royle, 2003, 1)

When applied to our collaborative practice,
uncertainty as a mode of thinking is 
surprisingly productive. The premise of our
game-playing is founded in discovery through
adherence to an uncertain set of rules 2.
Essentially these rules are nonsense - our first
game in particular is founded on whimsy and
caprice. But, conversely, the results of these
games (restricted and therefore defined by

these rules) can strike right to the heart of a
very personal truth in an accurate way, or at
least begin to worry the corners of a perceived
reality. My approach to games is usually one 
of indifference with the exception of games 
like the one we have created, that purport to
reveal something about the players (I am a fan
of the magazine questionnaire for instance, 
that insists that I am mostly an A, a B or a C). 
I engage with the search for simplistic 
character definition but am ready to take
umbrage if I don't agree, to condemn a 
scrappily defined personality that does not
depict the complexity of me. The Exquisite 
Fold centralises the creative impulse I suspect
we both have to seek out narrative that does 
not conform to prescribed structures, a type 
of narrative in fragment form that the reader 
can see evidenced in the strings of questions in
Game 1 (see Figure 5 & Figure 6) and the well
intended truths - that are in fact half-truths -
that emerge in Game 2 (see Figure 7 & Figure 8).
Running concurrent to this is our desire to 
tell an archetypal story; to harness that which 
doesn’t conform and to make it fit a pattern 
or structure that is underpinned by a universal
understanding. This is visible in the picture-
book tale telling of Game 3 (see Figure 9 &
Figure 10), a comic strip reduction of what 
has been a complex response to a potentially
loaded question.

And then, this all takes me back to the book
itself, as a container for these scraps and 
traces of stories that are partially told/partially
untold; the book ‘..transformed into a magical
object…a storehouse of obscure passions and
unarticulated desires’ (Auster, 1992, 66).

The idea of the book as a magical object is of
course a rather a romantic notion and is suggestive of
traditional formats in both its physical and conceptual
structure. There may be some readers of our book who
find the magic is lost because the book looks and reads
in a fractured way. In addition it could be argued that
creating narratives from game playing has a certain
casualness and randomness about it that might inhibit
the reader from making an emotional connection, 
an important element in the act of reading. 
This connection with the reader is put under more
strain because the narrative games are attempting 
to deal with truth and belief, not areas generally 
associated with game playing. Of course, we felt very
committed to these narrative games when we played
them; after all we created the games and the games are
about us! But how does the reader find a connection, 
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Figure 5: The Exquisite Fold (detail 1 of Game 1), Carson & Miller, 2007
15 x 5 cm, inkjet printed on 125gsm cartridge paper, published in an edition of 100

Figure 6: The Exquisite Fold (detail 2 of Game 1), Carson & Miller, 2007
15 x 5 cm, inkjet printed on 125gsm cartridge paper, published in an edition of 100

 



is it only through playing these games themselves and
discovering their own narratives? Does the fact that
there are so many contradictions in the narratives 
create another barrier to the reader? Game 2 is 
especially problematic, particularly for us. I think it’s
fair to say that we both have real difficulty listening to
the narratives in this section of the book 3 (see Figure 7
& Figure 8). When we recorded the playing of Game 2
we were very clear with one another that the answers
we gave were to be truthful. However, when we listen
back we can hear our unconscious attempts to project
certain narratives of ourselves for the purpose of
self-protection, what is the reader to make of this? 
If a read is to be successful a reader needs to commit
to the book but the book also needs to commit to the
reader. Is that possible when the narratives are created
from play?

I wonder if your response is to the scrappiness
of the book. It is constructed with fragmentary
narratives (indeed a reader might struggle with
the term narrative when applied to what they
see presented in The Exquisite Fold), and these
fragments could be troubling to a reader
searching for a linear thread. If, though, the
reader accepts the non-linear, multiple and
multi-faceted aspects of the book and sees
(instead of a single narrative structure) the
potential for narrative, the need to commit to
the book changes. Perhaps the commitment
that The Exquisite Fold demands is to the
impulsiveness of play rather than to the book
itself - this book demands a playful reader.
And, in addition to this, it seeks a reader who 
is engaged with language and meaning. 
The language of the questions is careful; 
almost accidentally a quiet poetry is developed
through them, a rhythm of call-and-response
(that Allmer and Sears explore so well in their
essay within the book), a rhythm which engages
the reader with their own soothing/taunting
internal voice which asks “will I, am I, will 
you, are you?” Our disembodied voices - 
unrehearsed, stuttering and unsure - 
responding to the long list of questions we 
had composed in whimsy, are an antidote 
to the rhythm of Game 1 but become the
essence of Game 3, a satisfying inversion 
that results in a fictionalised truth. 

So, by our own description, we present to the reader
The Exquisite Fold; a book with a scrappy and fractured
narrative that has been created in a rather random
fashion via the playing of our own made-up games.
Despite all these things I think you would agree that 
we want the reader to find their own connection with

the book, both in terms of its content and physical
structure. It invites anyone connecting with it not 
necessarily just to be a reader, but also to be a fellow
player of the games and, thus, creator of their own
narratives. Of course, the book could be seen simply 
as a set of rules with a series of examples to illustrate
them. However, we hope some readers will cross over
to be participants in our game playing.

*****************************************************

Part Two

The series of games that constituted The Exquisite Fold
comprised also a complete text, an artist’s book as a
record of a game played between Carson and Miller,
on the one hand, and Allmer and Sears on the other.
This object, resulting from the activity of playing the
game, comprised both the playing of the game and its
extrapolation into a theoretical essay, an attempt to
describe, account for and consider the inter-relations
between text and game, rules and players, game and
product. Alluding in its title to surrealism’s game of
exquisite corpse, and reliant on an initial reading of
M. R. James’ story Canon Alberic’s Scrapbook, the game
also invokes the social field of play (a game for four
players - see Figure 2), with the resulting interactions
between players that extend also, in this prospective
exploration of play, to the conception and 
establishment of rules for the game. The Exquisite Fold
was thus an examination not only of play but also of
the conditions of play and of the interactions, 
negotiations and agreements necessary for the 
establishment and concordance of those agreements 
as rules. These rules, applied and adhered to in the 
first playing, have been adapted and abbreviated in the
second (Your Turn), in order to constitute a process and
a consequent object that is wholly new; not a mirror
image or a reversal of the first game, but instead a
form of adaptation that offers itself as a transformative
response (see artists’ pages Your Turn (John) and Your
Turn (Patricia), pp 36 & 37). 

The nature of this response is the concern of this essay.
Gaming is structured around a flow which oscillates
between different poles; movements of energy and
activity enable the dynamism of the specific game, 
its vibrant life, the essential process of production
which play both celebrates and nullifies. Play is, after
all, specifically non-productive in measurable terms, 
a ‘waste’ of time and energy, an expense of spirit, at
the same time as it produces the symptom of that
profligacy, the excitement of pleasure. The Exquisite Fold
is a creative enterprise structured in the back-and-forth
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Figure 7: The Exquisite Fold (transcribed excerpt from recording of Game 2), Carson & Miller, 2007
audio CD, published in an edition of 100

Figure 8: The Exquisite Fold (transcribed excerpt from recording of Game 2), Carson & Miller, 2007
audio CD, published in an edition of 100

 



flow of the game; Your Turn returns to the game,
reworks it (introducing, in turn, the notion of work 
in reworking, of labour in the devising of responses 
to reconfigurations of the rules). In this sense, the
structure of call and response that organised the initial
game is doubled or echoed in Your Turn. The rules
given out return, in different form, to the senders; 
they, in turn, become receivers of new instructions,
producing their own game-products which are sent
back (another return, the doubling redoubled) to the
new rule-setters to be reworked and transformed yet
again in (to use another geometry) a spiral of
productivity and reproductivity. Re-turning in this
game is crucial marking not just the turning of the
paper, the ‘to and fro’ between question and answer 
as well as the return of all four players to this game,
but also the act of not holding on to, not insisting 
on ownership. 

The logic recounted here is that of the reply - an
exquisitely awaited reply, not unlike the awaiting of
a love letter (in which form will it arrive? what will it
contain? which reply will it invite?). A letter is sent 
(in the case of Your Turn the ‘to and fro’ of opened 
and veiled messages spans across a spectrum of letters,
postcards [featuring darkly erotic ‘exquisite corpses’ 
in the form of the objectified displays of Frida Kahlo’s
tortured body and Pierre Klossowski’s Sadean drawing
of his wife Denise], meetings, text messages and emails
- from speech to voice recording and from the written
word to the image (see artists’ pages Your Turn (John)
and Your Turn (Patricia), pp36 & 37); it inaugurates 
productivity in the form of a reply - ‘to answer or
respond in words or writing’, the OED tells us.
Replying, in this sense, is deeply structured into the
game from the very beginning: The Exquisite Fold asks
questions which demand answers or responses, and it 
is in the dialectic of question and response as well 
as that of instruction and response that the game’s 
specific distortions of grammar occur. To reply is also,
among other things, to refold, to fold anew in the same
or different forms. The word ‘reply’ derives from 
Old French replier, to turn back; it combines the prefix 
re- with ply, which (in a form listed in the OED as 
‘now rare or dialect’ but present in descriptions of tissue
paper as ‘two-ply’) can mean ‘to bend, bow, to fold or
double’. It can also mean ‘to apply, employ, work busily
at’; the word ‘ply’ thus contains meanings of creative
folding and application, of distortion (bending) 
and labour (‘working busily’). It encapsulates within 
a three-letter word the ambivalences of play as 
productive non-production, as an activity bound 
by the contradictions of a work-ethic. 

A reply may thus be grasped as a response that folds
back, that bends or distorts, and that returns the labour
of the original demand, the work-as-play inculcated 
by the original questions and textual requirements 
(to read, to interpret, to create, to rework and rewrite)
of The Exquisite Fold. Your Turn involves precisely such 
a reply, and combines it (not inappropriately) with the 
act of replaying. Replying and replaying, replaying 
as replying, describes the process involved in the 
production of Your Turn. One common modern 
meaning of ‘replaying’ implies a rerun, the playing
back of a recording, a repetition that is implicit also 
in the etymology of ‘ply’ (from Latin plicare, fold, giving
also ‘replication’). Replying and replaying thus enfold
each other, sharing an etymological root that gestures
towards (mechanical) reproduction, the process of
representation and recording manifest, in the games 
of Exquisite Fold, in the (re-) production of the book 
The Exquisite Fold. 

But replaying is never simply mechanical in its 
reproduction of the game. As with all successful 
games, the rules construct a field of play upon which 
a potentially infinite number of different games may 
be played - a potentially infinite number of foldings
and refoldings. Developing out of the initial process 
of interpretation and rule-establishment, The Exquisite
Fold and its reply/replay/replication Your Turn
constitute a unique example of a potentially infinite
set; its documentation in texts and essays allows for
potentially infinite future reconstructions that will
demonstrate not the simplicity of replication, but 
the complexity of replying and replaying, as the 
modes in which these games operate.

The secret constitutes a fundamental element of
these games. The secret here is concealed within the
questions we never dare to ask, questions which seem
to reveal more about the one who asks rather than the
one who answers (“do you love me?”), and the answers
we never dare to give (“no”). In this sense the game
turns, rotating around secrets, around the revelation 
of truths like a wheel turning about its axis. 
The performance of a confessional without confessing
is an integral, revelatory part of this game. 
The secretive gesture of turning and folding the 
paper invites and initiates further secret questions 
and answers which may be safely deposited in the 
folds of the paper, uttered in the safety of the blind-
fold (signifier of disinterest, objectivity, dispassion)
assigned to co-incidence. This in turn allows truth to
open up within the game, perhaps revealing the game
of the exquisite corpse as aletheia, the Heideggerian
conception of the intricacies of unconcealment which
rests in concealment, and which Lacan described as
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Figure 9: The Exquisite Fold (full version of Game 3: Can you recall feeling powerless?), Carson & Miller, 2007
27 x 29 cm, hand-collaged work on paper. N.B.: This illustration is composed for the purposes of this article, 
the images are displayed differently in The Exquisite Fold.



[…] the play of truth, [where] we rediscover a
secret to which truth has always initiated her
lovers, and through which they learn that it is in
hiding that she offers herself to them most truly.
(Lacan, 1956, in Muller and Richardson, 
1988, 37)

Truth flickers inconstantly, elusive and intangible,
momentarily revealed and reconcealed in the asking 
of questions and their answering, in the playing and
replaying of the game and the folding and refolding 
of the logics of play and production. Truth is in-
between (in this game, literally and metaphorically), 
it is (dis-)located in flux. The turning here is also an 
act of circulation, of passing on, short-circuiting the
emphasis (Your Turn …) on ownership and property
emerging out of the dynamics of appropriation and 
re-appropriation, mobilising a dialogue where 
interpretation and translation are crucial: the prefixes
inter- and trans- suggest again locationality as integral to
the dynamics of play, emphasising the movement
between spaces, the ‘to and fro’ between the 
different players involved in this game, which 
becomes, within and out of this movement, a creative
act of co-operation. The narrative here is eternally
incomplete, in the course of becoming - perhaps this 
is its very secret, that ‘[…] being must engage other
being in order to achieve self-definition’ (Steiner, 1975,
301) - the definition of the self through the other.

In this sense Your Turn can be understood as an exercise
in communication and, more specifically, in the joy of
communication. It demonstrates human striving to
make meanings via narratives, which are in turn 
translations and interpretations in their widest sense.
Michael Holquist argues that life consists of the act 
of responding, and expression means, within this 
conception, the making of meaning: 

When I cease to respond, when there are - 
as we say so accurately in English - no signs of
life, I am dead. […] Expression means to make
meaning, and meaning comes about only through
the medium of signs. This is true at all levels of
existence: something exists only if it means.
(Holquist, 1981, 49) 

Your Turn, the game, can be understood as a 
language game signifying, in its very constitution 
and performance, response; it signifies being evolving
out of communication and interaction, the becoming
of the game an allegory of the coming-into-being of
existence. The self in this structure becomes an event,
imbricated in a game, in the course of an exchange in
which the Cartesian cogito, the reason for existence, 
is based on a dialogic exchange. The French poet

Francis Ponge offers a redefinition of the cogito that
reverberates throughout the playing of The Exquisite
Fold and Your Turn, their doublings and redoublings,
petitions and repetitions, their weaving of the 
narratives of subjective and social being: ‘I speak and
you hear me, therefore we are.’ (Kristeva, 1981, 74)
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Figure 10: The Exquisite Fold (one-off copy of Game 3: Could you stop yourself from falling in love?), Carson &
Miller, 2007, 27 x 29 cm, hand-collaged work on paper. N.B.: This illustration is composed for the purposes of
this article, the images are displayed differently in The Exquisite Fold.
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Notes

1. The game of exquisite corpse is founded in the
familiar parlour game of consequences, where a text 
or image is created through the passing of a piece of
paper amongst players, which is in turn folded so that
each player does not know what has gone before and
does not know what will come next. Each player must
create their image or compose their words without
understanding how their contribution will form a part
of the finished game; the resulting exquisite corpse.

2. Significantly I think, only set down in our
book retrospectively, after our games had first
been played (see Figure 1).

3. Game 2 is in audio CD format in the book.
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Figure 1: Printable laser cut from sheet acrylic, of an illustration by Dan Holiday

Figure 2: Laser cut acrylic pattern in place on Monotype pantograph (The Type Museum, UK)

 



Laser Cutting with Character

Danny Flynn

Letterpress printing equipment, especially the metal
and wood type has become a costly and much sought
after commodity. No one produces wood type 
commercially anymore. DeLittle Ltd, of York was the
last manufacturer of wood type in the UK, and the
entire business was sold to The Type Museum in 1996.
Collections of founts, (often incomplete), along with
selected single wood letters can be seen in online 
auction sites on a regular basis with descriptions of
having a ‘nice patina’, and it is easy to see why. Users
enjoy handling them, storing them and appreciate the
ornamental aspect of the antique looking blocks as
sculptures alone in addition to their utilisation.

As Research Associate in Bookworks, Letterpress and
Print, at Middlesex University I was interested in wood
type production. Of course I loved the quirky, irregular
forms that hand cut wood type can harbour, and the
aspects in the print quality old wood type that bares
testament to the use it has endured, the damage, and
wear and tear that is created which is often the primary
appeal in the aesthetic of letterpress printing today. 

When using letterpress some typographers, 
certainly those working as graphic designers, too
often rely almost entirely on the incidental nature
of letterpress materials for their effect. Wood type
is a prime example. Not only does it change
shape and size with age, but its surface is very
easily damaged. Consequently, printing from
wood type - especially if no trouble is taken to
ensure that each letter is packed to the same
height - instantly provides plenty of visual 
character with minimum effort required from 
the designer. (Jury. D 2004)

Letterpress has a lot of inherent character already,
what it lacks however, is more characters. I wanted to
enrich the quality and diversity of letterpress type by
devising methods of manufacturing my own, therefore
I chose to focus from the year 1827 onwards, which
marked the introduction of a vertical wood-router 
used in the continuing commercial use of display 
and poster sized wood type, shortly after which the
router was combined with a pantograph to trace 
and automatically cut from the raised patterns of
laboriously hand cut letter designs. 

I began experimenting with laser cutting to produce
letterpress prints from both illustrations and individual

type. Laser cutting can achieve intricate detail faithful
to a design. This operating system had a single phase
electrical power of 100/220V AC, 10/5 Amp, 50/60
Hz, 25 Watts, deemed to be starting at the lower end 
of the professional range of lasers. Laser cutting
functions with a combination of power, speed, and
laser PPI. Starting with less power and a slower speed
to allow the speed to determine the depth of the cut, 
(the slower the speed the deeper the cut, with a faster
speed a shallower cut is achieved).

Acrylic is well suited for use in laser cutting (see Figure
1). It is a reasonably cost effective material compared
to hard wood, especially hard end grain wood which
without joining is only really possible to cut up to 
12 line or 144 pt sizes from, (approximately 50 mm), 
as the particular trees don’t grow big enough.

For a short while before The Type Museum in South
London was forced to close its doors to the public 
two years ago, I produced a laser cut type pattern 
from acrylic sheet to substitute the previous lead
backed copper patterns produced by the ‘electro 
copper deposition’ process (see Figure 2). The only
obsolete process the museum could no longer 
undertake. An idea Howard Bratter initially had who
was the director of the museum at the time. After
raster engraving onto sheets to create a pattern in one
piece caused the acrylic to warp, I vector cut the 
letterform from a sheet which then sat secured with a
capillary cement in the recess of the same letterform
which had been lightly raster engraved in the position
needed on another sheet which was cut to pattern size.
Type patterns were fit with the Monotype equipment
housed there and traced with a pantograph to cut new
punches for the matrices needed to pour hot metal type 

There were many ornamental punches for example,
which were too rare to risk punching from. By taking a
careful proof which is able to be scanned and perfected
on a computer, new patterns could be reproduced by
laser cutting, for the machine cutting of additional
punches. Letters larger than 6 lines usually marked the
change over from metal type to wood type. A much
larger pattern with a much larger scale in ratio was 
also produced of a modern computer letterform and
successfully tried out at the Hamburg Museum of Art
and Industry  (Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe) to
produce a wood letter (see Figure 3). The museum
boasts the only remaining complete wood type cutting
machine set up with a pantograph in Germany. 

When raster engraving to produce actual individual 
letter blocks I used clear cell-cast acrylic which is
preferable to the clear extruded acrylic which looks
identical, as extruded does not laser cut well and 
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Figure 4: Block by Danny Flynn. Details from laser cut letterpress prints for the 4% Artois poster campaign.

 



produces a worse respirable dust along with a white
residue which sticks to the clean edge of the cut. The
deep colouring of some acrylics proved to affect the
cutting calculations needed for that of the clear and
lightly coloured. Whether accustomed letterpress users
would credit the look of clear acrylic letter blocks as a
substitute for wood is another question.

The laser cutting bed size measured 60 cm x 45 cm,
big enough to fit and cut complete founts of a 
reasonable size to use spelling out headlines, the size 
of which were dictated by the bed size of the presses
Middlesex has. The laser system's outside dimensions
which are 88 cm in length x 91cm in width x 100cm 
in height meant it fit reasonably into the corner of
the letterpress print room where space is already at 
a premium.

Setting up in a letterpress room that has no overhead
extraction system for venting outside the building in
operation, meant an air drawn extraction unit had 
to be installed. This contains a bellows pre filter 
composed of borosilicate laid in a dense matrix, which
is required for the trapping of byproduct particles over

2 micron in size, and works in conjunction with and
prior to a second ‘Hepa’ filter, (high efficiency 
particulate air), with 99.997% containment capability
down to 0.3 micron in size, which along with some
other layers of chemicals, mainly consists of a 
carbon element similar to that of the gas mask, 
for the containment of byproduct gases. Both units 
can be moved around easily.

One of two projects undertaken in letterpress with the
aid of a laser was commercial printing for Lowe
International, London, who commissioned an array 
of print mediums to reproduce poster designs which
were photographed for reproduction as billboard
posters, some as large as 96 sheet size. The art 
directors at Lowe were interested in the qualities of
various print mediums. In letterpress it was the way
colours overlaid and how the coarse texture of card
can show through on the coverage of the print solid.
Although the familiar incidental qualities of wood 
type worn and damaged from age-old use weren’t
entertained, the logos were printed small with fluid ink,
creating a far from perfect result. Printing any finer
would have been a pointless exercise (see Figure 4).
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Figure 3: Wood cut ampersand with laser cut acrylic pattern (Museum of Art and Industry, Germany)
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Figure 6: Pages from the artist’s book 28 Characters by Danny Flynn and Eri Funazaki
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One of the two typographic designs I was 
commissioned to print in letterpress titled Block saw a
layout of unique wood letter designs using the letters in
‘Artois’ arranged to appear as ‘4%’. As this artwork 
was originally conceived onscreen and did not exist 
as actual wood letters, a laser cutter was used to vector
cut the shape of the printable letters from sheets of
3 mm cast acrylic, (in the same way I produced the
type patterns). Separating the letters which were
involved in the different colours that were to be 
overlaid, these were then secured with double sided
tape into a shallow recess of the same individual letter
shapes which had been laser raster engraved along
with all the other letters forming the entire layout of
the design on a sheet of flat wood (see Figure 5). 

This method enabled me to fit and place in position
each letter to print in the assigned colour before
removing and adding the next. Lightly inking the
rollers of a Chopper Charlton treadle press gave the
desired coverage. The results with the prints from the
acrylic were especially favorable as they had hardness
to them, certainly harder than polymer plate, although
the laser cut outer corners of the letters weren’t as
sharp as if acid etched metal plate like magnesium 
or zinc was used.

The print Block received a D&AD Yellow Pencil
Award in the category of Graphic Design Posters in
2007.

The other project was self-initiated, and a more 
personal venture in the form of a letterpress printed 
A - Z of letterforms in a fine ‘hinge bound’ artist’s
bookwork undertaken with Japanese bookbinder Eri
Funazaki titled 28 Characters, 4 men, 10 women, 5 boys,
and 8 girls, (2008). A total of 28 A- Z characters and
not 26 because of the inclusion of an ampersand, 

‘X, Y, &, Z’, and an additional full stop. Although the
numbers in the sub-heading only have a combined
total of 27, because the additional full stop remained
unsexed (see Figures 6 and 7).

Although the full leather unorthodox hinge binding
which is covered traditionally with various colours of
Harmatan goatskin and has inlayed screw top designs
covered in leather on the front and back cover is more
faithful to that of designer book binding, the text 
content in the form of short ‘living character’ eulogies,
one for each letter of the alphabet, along with the 
original artwork throughout places it more in the 
category of an artist’s book. As if this inability to 
focus on one book category at a time wasn’t enough,
the edition also includes a bronze of a figure holding 
a screw, which is missing from a circular hole cut
though the hinge of the front cover (see below).

Figure 5: Raster engraving of letters for positioning

Figure 7: Laser cut alphabets for the artist’s book 28 Characters



We started by using a few of the existing individual
wood types we already had. The design on a wooden
lower case ‘e’ for ‘Egg Woman’ appeared perfectly
egg - shaped, not too spherical and not too pointed.
We found good use for a small lower case ‘f ’ for ‘Flea
Boy’ from a metal fount of Cooper Black, the only
metal letter used apart from the main body of hand set
text, an ugly face which looked rounded and well fed.

We then began to use the laser cutter to produce type
blocks of what we didn’t have. We resurrected letters
faithfully from founts we found in books, changed
founts and made our own original letters from 
computer-generated designs. These were cut from
25mm cell-cast acrylic blocks which could be bought
off the shelf before grinding down to the English print
height of 23.31mm. Although on large orders the
acrylic can be cast to measure. Also using various 
side grain woods and even cork, the unprintable 
area around the letterforms was cut away by raster
engraving down to 2mm.

Traditionally from the mid 1800s display and poster
sized wood type, which was cut with a vertical router
holding a flat-faced, half rounded steel bit that turned,
left a radius in the areas that were supposed to be
sharp such as in the crotch area of a letter, leaving
these areas having to be finished by cutting away by
hand. With the use of a laser this was not a problem.
Additional advantages soon arose. We were able to
make subtle changes to the counters within a letter 
‘B’ for ‘Bubble Boy’, which were manipulated on a 
computer to appear as two small circular bubbles. 
The terminal on an existing letter ‘J’ for ‘Jigsaw
Woman’ was fashioned to become a connector as on 
a jigsaw puzzle piece. The simple sans serif of the ‘L’
for ‘Low Boy’' was particularly useful to be able to cut
again, only flipped in reverse as the concept within 
the layout for that particular design called for it to 
be printed on its side so that the vertical stem now
appeared as a short stub with the original stem now 
a horizontal bar resting on the baseline. A bastardised
letter ‘T’ for ‘Tea Boy’ had additional metal ornaments
included and encased within the central hollow stroke
to look like the patterns on a doily.

It is this kind of experimentation that is so exciting;
being able to cut fonts as bespoke designs for each 
project or book we work on. Many artists and 
designers have used letterpress in the past, and 
there is an ongoing resurgence in interest and its 
contemporary use. 

It is also interesting to see such ventures as The Folio
Society choosing to publish Shakespeare with type set
on a Monotype machine, with a letterpress version of

Hamlet being the most recently published just last year.
Laser-cutting to replace or invent new characters 
and computer designed fonts can add yet another
dimension to the contemporary variations of creative
letterpress print. 

Danny Flynn is a Visiting Lecturer in Typography and
Bookworks at Middlesex University.  He also works 
as a self-employed sculptor and letterpress printer. 
He studied Graphic Design and Advertising at
Bradford, and Hounslow Borough College in the UK.

His collaborative bookworks with Japanese bookbinder
Eri Funazaki combine artists’ books and bookbinding.
He publishes under the Burning Book Press, and as
Astonish Me Press with Andrew Gossett. 
dannyamosflynn@hotmail.com

Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations:

Acrylic 
Polymethylmetacrylate, (PMMA), known as Plexiglas 
or Lucite in America where it was first introduced in
1930. 

Acrylic Sheet
Acrylic which has been cast by the continuous process
between steel belts. 

Cell Cast Acrylic
Acrylic which has been cast between glass plates and
has a superior surface quality.

Borosilicate
A machine made glass like fibre.

Display Type
Large type used for headlines.

Electro Copper Deposition
A process in which a template of a letterform is cut
from a wax sheet and immersed in water to receive a
coat of electronically deposited copper particles.

End Grain  
Blocks in which the wood is cut across the trunk grain.
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Extruded Acrylic
Acrylic from the high-impact molding grade.

Fount 
A set of printing type of the same design and point
size. (Pre computer).

Font
A computerised set of type of the same design and
point size.

Hard Wood
Wood in which the thick-walled, fibre cells are tightly
packed.

Laser
An acronym of ‘light amplification by stimulated 
emission of radiation’.

Letterpress
Method of printing from raised surfaces. 
Also called block printing.

Line
A unit of measurement for printing type equal to 12
points or 0.422 cm 0.166 in, (also known as Pica).

Matrices
An ordered rectangular array of metal plates arranged
in rows and columns used for the hot metal casting of
typefaces. (Also referred to as Mats).

Metal type 
The alloy from which printing type is made, consisting
mainly of lead, antimony and tin.

Micron
A unit of linear measurement to one millionth of a
metre.

Monotype
A molten metal casting process for individual printable
letterpress type. (As opposed to Linotype which casts
type in a line).

Pantograph
An instrument that consists of a set of adjustable and
interconnected bars forming a parallelogram and is
used to copy patterns of letterforms to a larger or
smaller scale.

Pattern
The cut outlines of a letter design in a thin veneer
intended for use with a Pantograph.

Photopolymer
A sheet plate with a steel or polyester base covered with
a layer of light sensitive nylon resin for printing.

Point (pt) 
A unit of measurement in printing equal to one twelfth
a pica or approximately: 003515 cm 0.01384 in
0.35135 mm

Poster Type
Large type used for posters.

PPI
(Laser) linear pulses per inch.

Raster Engraving
The process where the laser beam makes a series of bi-
directional, horizontal scan lines to produce an image.

Side Grain
Wood that is cut across the side of the grain.

Top Grain
Wood that is cut across the top of the grain.

Type Height   
The measurement from (UK) 23.31 mm.

Vector Cutting  
The process where the laser beam follows the path 
of an outline of a graphic.
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“Record” book close-up showing two
mail deliveries in March 1911 to
James Castle. (photo courtesy of the
Idaho Center for the Book)

Jerry Wilding (l.), emeritus faculty at 
the Idaho State School for the Deaf
and Blind, explains mail delivery entries
in the “Record” book he discovered in
2006 to interpreter Heather Fultz (c.)
and Castle researcher Enver Sulejman
(r.). (photo courtesy of the Idaho 
Center for the Book) 

Pastedown from A Pictorial History of the United States showing
the signature (top, right) of the original owner Agnes Scanlon.
Scanlon, James Castle’s aunt, used the volume as a school text
in Idaho Territory days in Garden Valley, Idaho. Forty years
later, James acquired and recycled the volume, turning it into 
a pictorial history of his sister Emma’s wedding. 
(photo courtesy of the Idaho Center for the Book)

One of the Early Attic book finds: A Pictorial History
of the United States textbook.  In a series of drawings
atop printed text, Castle has recorded the history of
his sister Emma’s wedding in 1922. (photo courtesy
of the Idaho Center for the Book)
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JAMES CASTLE, REVISITED

Tom Trusky

It has been a decade since my articles about the 
reclusive Idaho artist and bookmaker we knew as
“Charles James Castle” began appearing in American
and English periodicals. In the interval, my biography
of the artist has been published, and Castle’s work has
become better known through museum and gallery
exhibitions in Edmonton, Bristol, New York, Chicago,
Seattle, San Francisco, Helena and Missoula
(Montana), and in Boise, the artist’s hometown.  
As well, the public will have opportunity to become
acquainted with Castle through the retrospective at 
the Philadelphia Museum of Art this October 2008.
Today, however, an intriguing corpus of newly 
discovered biographical data about the artist and
newly-recovered works by him have emerged 
and deserve attention.  

The 1900 U.S. Census has contains a new name and
birth date for the artist:  “James Charles Castle” was
born September 24, 1899.  (This date is corroborated
by Castle’s published obituary, written by his family; 

it also is recorded on his State of Idaho death 
certificate.)  Castle may have been born deaf, as 
commonly reported; he may also, however, have been
autistic and/or only appeared to be deaf. Autism as a
clinical condition was not identified until the 1940s,
long after his family and teachers - not medical doctors
- had “diagnosed” Castle. Contemporary medical
authorities in England and America (Drs. Uta Frith
and Temple Grandin, among others) have expressed
the opinion that medical records, recollections of
childhood acquaintances, and analysis of Castle’s 
artwork support the assertion the artist was a visually
gifted autistic who communicated chiefly through his 
artworks. Furthermore, Castle’s older sister Nellie 
was not deaf, as previously reported. Records in
Colorado, where Nellie was initially sent for schooling,
have revealed that she was admitted as being hearing-
impaired, not deaf.

Regarding Castle’s boyhood, a recent find by Jerry
Wilding, retired Idaho School for the Deaf and 
Blind science instructor and current museum curator,
supports biographical revisionism. Wilding uncovered
an ISDB mail logbook entitled Record. The slim, pale-
blue volume details shipping and postal deliveries at
the state institution from 1910-1916. The log, in 
contrast to family reports, proves Castle was not
enrolled for only a few months at the school. Nor is it
clear if he were expelled, as the family and others have
maintained. The Record log establishes Castle was at
ISDB, probably from September 1910 (matriculating
with sister Nellie), and certainly from March 1911
(when he is first recorded as receiving mail) through
April 1915 (last delivery). 

“Lost” artwork Castle created when in his early 
twenties turned up in 2001. In that year, owners of
The Early Attic, an Idaho City, Idaho, antique store,
bid $10 and thereby purchased a large cardboard 
carton of old periodicals at a local estate auction.
Packed among a miscellaneous lot of magazines were
four initially unidentified books by Castle. Salt Lake
City journalist Kirsten Moulten has told of this find
and of the authentication of the works by myself and
by Boise Art Museum curator Sandy Harthorn (The
Salt Lake Tribune, 6 September 2004, pp. 1, 4).  These
four “Early Attic Works” join the so-called “Icehouse
Works” (works found buried in the sawdust-filled walls
of the Castle family’s Garden Valley icehouse) as the
only verifiable extant works executed by the teenage
artist prior to his move to Boise Valley in 1924. 

The Attic books illustrate not only the diversity but also
the process of creation of Castle bookworks: they are
made in a variety of found materials (English and
American magazines, a Montgomery Ward catalogue,

The recently 
discovered Idaho
State School for
the Deaf and
Blind Record log
book chronicling
postal deliveries
1910-1916.
(photo courtesy of
the Idaho Center
for the Book)

James Castle
circa 1950. 
Photo by 
Bob Beach
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Two drawings: Twenty-two year-old Castle has sketched scenes with pencil, presumably of his sister
Emma’s wedding in Garden Valley - then “cyanotyped” them with bluing. This spread shows two points
of view. The verso places the viewer behind a couple. They greet a priest, arriving from Boise to officiate
at the wedding. The recto places the viewer behind the priest who faces guests and an altar boy. 
(photo courtesy of the Idaho Center for the Book) 

Sketch of James Castle by Robert Clay done in the early 
1960s. (photo courtesy of the Idaho Center for the Book)

One of two sketches of Castle by Robert Clay, then-director 
of the Boise Gallery of Art. (photo courtesy of the Idaho
Center for the Book)
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a textbook) and range from an almost blank to a fully
illustrated volume.  The latter, a history text once
owned and signed by Castle’s aunt, may chronicle the
wedding of Castle’s sister Emma in Garden Valley in
1922 ( see image opposite).

After having seemingly vanished for over forty years,
Bob Clay, first Director of the then-Boise Gallery of
Art, was located in 2007. In 1963, Clay had mounted
the first Castle exhibition in Idaho, and Clay’s 
recollections of that event have shed new light on the
involvement of the sixty-three year old artist in his
exhibition, and how he was housed and treated by 
his family. Clay also tells of supplying Castle with 
a bottle of India ink and paper and urging him to 
create an illustration of the exhibit. Perhaps because
Clay previously had made sketches of the artist (see
opposite), and because Castle apparently recognised
Clay as a kindred spirit and supporter, the artist
obliged the curator (see above).

While these developments add to our knowledge of the
artist’s life and works, they also add incremental layers
of mystery about him. Did Castle receive drawing 
lessons during his five years at the state facility? His
tenure at the school suggests he was less “uneducable”

than previously reported - and perhaps less self-taught
than previously thought. The mail Record raises other
questions, too. Why did Castle not return for the 1915-
1916 school year? When and why did sister Nellie leave
school? (She is last reported receiving mail in 1910.)
As confounding: how did the Early Attic volumes
arrive at an estate sale 166 miles from their purported
owner? And how did that owner-postmistress and
librarian in a north-central Idaho hamlet who would
die in an Idaho mental hospital - acquire the works?
Puzzles from later in Castle’s life surface, too: was
Castle as adverse as has been reported to new media
and materials? We now must consider his obliging 
Bob Clay’s 1963 “commission”.

One anticipates at least another decade of wonder,
considering evidence as to who is Outsider: Castle, 
or his audience?

Tom Trusky teaches Book Arts at Boise State University
and is Director of The Idaho Center for the Book, 
an affiliate of the Library of Congress Center for the
Book, USA.  

Castle’s newly recovered ink drawing of his first Boise Gallery of Art exhibition in 1962 (photo Courtesy of Bob Clay).
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Future of the book form?  
A page from Rakudakobushobou 21 Seiki Koshomokuroku by Craft Ebbing & Co., the book is set as a second-hand catalogue from the
future. The book in the picture depicts an imaginary book in which all the contents disappear as the story is read.  

A spread from Book Art no Sekai edited by Motoko Nakagawa, introducing a work by Hitoshi Karasawa, Hangashu Houjouki.



Between Design and Art: Differences and
problems in Japan

Kyoko Tachibana

This article looks at the situation of book arts in Japan,
how they are perceived and what problems they have,
as an example outside the context of Europe and
America.  

Book Art as a Future Form of the Book

In the 40th issue of the journal InterCommunication
published in Spring 2002, there was a special feature
entitled A Bibliography of the Future. The magazine 
specialises in arts and technology, and for this 
particular issue they asked 30 professionals in different
fields from editors, academics, writers and artists to 
talk about the kind of books they would like to see 
produced in the future.  

One of the 30 contributors was Shinya Takahashi, 
a senior managing director at NADiff bookshop in
Tokyo, and he suggested that artists’ books could be
the future of the art book industry. NADiff is one of
the most renowned independent bookshops in Japan,
and specialise in contemporary visual arts and culture.
Book publishing in Japan is experiencing the most 
crucial and severe phase in the past decade or so - 
publishing houses have been forced to close down 
as they have a paradoxical situation; the number of
published titles is on the rise, yet sales of books have
been dropping since the peak of 1996 1, art book 
publishing is no exception. The art books are very
expensive to make, and the printing and distribution
alone would cost the publisher too much, which 
means that they are in a very risky business regardless
of whether these books eventually sell out or not.
Considering these possible risks, Takahashi questioned
the purpose of publishing these illustrated books and
stressed the importance of the books as original art
works: 

…it’s neither about having elaborate illustrations
or how big an impact the book can give, but the
important thing is that the artist’s concept is
there, and that it’s presented in the form of
the book… Artists’ books are the new potential
suggesting how art books should be in the 21st
century. (Takahashi, 2002, 35) 

Can book arts be the mainstream of the art book
industry in the future? Perhaps not to the extent of

becoming mainstream, but as some of the aspects of
paper media will be replaced with digital media, it
means the purpose of books and print media will be
questioned regardless of the sentiment we all have
towards the traditional book form. This I feel, is a
rather healthy approach for the book as well, not just
for the sake of economics or saving resources, but also
to give us more variety in expression and forms. Then,
I wonder, what exactly could be the potential, what
could be the possibilities for what we call book arts? 
In her book, The Century of Artists’ Books, Drucker 
makes the following remarks:

…the idea that artists’ books really are the 
quintessential 20th-century artform, one 
obviously fated to continue into the next century.
In the course of this last hundred years, artists’
books have acquired an identity which synthesizes
the traditions of the craft of the book, the visions
of the fine press and independent publishing, and
the conceptual artistic idea of the multiple in all
its variations into a form which did not exist
before. … the artist’s book is a new hybrid whose
identity is continually emerging as distinct from
any of these contributing antecedents. 
(Drucker, 1995, 362)

The works mentioned by Drucker are written within
the context of Western arts, which arguably gave the
core value to international contemporary art today.
Indeed, many works that were mentioned in Drucker’s
study have also been discussed as successful examples
of aspects that constitute what most of us consider 
the form of book arts. At the same time I’m also 
curious to see more varieties of these “new hybrids”,
which potentially exist in different contexts. Books 
have had their own individual identities - just as we 
do as human beings - since the time when the 
medium had gradually been formed into something 
we now recognise as books. I believe, by acknowledging
the different cultures or backgrounds that books have
been developing in, it will help to find more potential
for new forms of expression in the book format. 

The General Perception of Book Arts in Japan

In terms of academic research into the subject,
Motoko Nakagawa probably takes the leading role 
in Japan. She is a professor at Bunkyo University 
specialising in fine art theory (zokei bijutsu ron), and
has published a couple of books so far that are solely
dedicated to the subject, and she has also written 
articles for many publications about artists’ books 
and book arts. One of the books on book arts is 
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Various periodicals with special features on book designs, book arts and artists’ books.

A spread from Book Art no Sekai edited by Motoko Nakagawa, introducing a work by Saburo Muraoka, Iron Book.

 



entitled Hon No Bijutsu-shi (Art History of the Book), 
where Nakagawa explores different ways in which
books have been associated with the arts; the impact 
of single books, books as multiples, books as symbols 
of human civilisation, the irony of book collectors,
vanitas of the book, women and book reading, the
book as an educational tool, books as artworks, books
as vehicles for memories and creativity, books as mass
production, books as symbols of extinction, books as
media, and the future of the book. 

Book Art No Sekai (The World of Book Art) is the second
book that Nakagawa took on, editing the book with
Mitsuru Sakamoto - professor emeritus at the National
Museum of Japanese History, who specialises in 
comparative studies in arts from the East and the West.
The book features examples of book art works from
various places and periods in five different categories
introduced by four different writers - including
Nakagawa herself - in the context of modern art 
and contemporary art. Tomoko Tanaka, a PhD 
candidate at the Russian Federation State Institute of
Cinematography, discusses Russian avant-garde works
by artists such as Rodchenko, Lissitzky and Kabakov;
observing how these artists valued the form of the
book, and how the form was used as experimental
ground for the social revolution. In another section,
Nakagawa looks at book works as a repository for 
collected memories that capture particular moments
and time, or particular perceptions. One of the 
examples is that of the Indonesian artist, Agus Suwage,
and his work Give Me More Questions, which dealt with
the fear and danger of how books can be used to 
distort history and the truth under dictatorship.

Two other contributing writers are the curators at 
the Urawa Art Museum. The Museum is located 
in Saitama city just north of Tokyo, and holds a 
collection of artists’ books ranging from works by 
20th century modern artists from Europe and America
such as Duchamp, Ernst, LeWitt, Roth and Ruscha;
artists of the Russian Avant-garde movement such as
Lissitzky and Rodchenko, and some contemporary
artists based in Japan, such as Etsutomu Kashihara,
Mitsuo Kano, Hitoshi Karasawa, Yohei Nishimura,
Lee Ufan and others. One of the two curators,
Shimako Yamada, focuses on the book as a magnetic
field or as an object with aura, and introduces works
from early 20th century artists such as Mattise or
Picasso, to 60s experimental artists such as Emmett
Williams. The other curator, Morita presents works
that associate with the physicality of the book. 

These publications led by Nakagawa offer a variety of
ideas in art that associate with the book, from ancient
religious books to contemporary art installation works.

In Book Art No Sekai , Sakamoto writes the afterword, 
in which he illustrates the bigger idea of book arts.
Both books offer their own approach to the concepts 
of the book, giving examples from different places and
different times. Although in both titles the background
information on how the works came about is presented
in each section, they seem to be lacking any social and
cultural background, or analysis of how and why these
books were made possible. 

CCA Kitakyushu is also another institution where they
have a showcase for artists’ books and book arts alike.
It’s located in southern Japan, and is an NPO, 
funded by the local council, which pursues research
programmes in contemporary art on a global scale.
CCA approaches a new way of initiating forums for
communication in the field of contemporary art, and
invites artists, curators, critics and specialists from all
over the world as guest lecturers. Amongst those who
had been invited were Hamish Fulton, Tacita Dean,
Hiroshi Sugimoto, Lawrence Weiner, Tatsuo Miyajima
and Hans Ulrich Obrist. CCA also pursues a wide
range of collaborative projects with international
artists, and the major area of focus is to build a library
collection on the contemporary art of catalogues and
audio-visual works, whilst also giving opportunities 
to produce artists’ books. By bringing successful 
international artists to Kitakyushu, their aim is to 
make the institution one of the leading centres for
international contemporary arts, although it seems to
have little in connection with the local art scene.

There are also independently-run exhibitions of book
arts; The Library is held almost every year and tours a
couple of major cities in Japan, and Mikasa City Arts
Foundation has also held a couple of book-related art
exhibitions.  

The subject of artists’ books or visual books has also
been featured in many periodicals as a ‘special issue’.
For example Studio Voice, a magazine which mainly 
specialises in various forms of sub-culture, has a 
special feature on “art books” almost every year. 
Idea, a magazine specialising mainly in graphic arts 
and typography, often presents special features such as:
print arts, ephemera projects and concrete poetry
books - one of its recent issues presented current
Chinese book forms and designs, headed by the works
of, and an interview with Lu Jingren. There are also
many features in magazines and books presenting DIY
guides on making and distributing your own books, 
to encourage more people to make books and prints.

Most of the subjects mentioned in these media are
arguably relevant in book arts, yet, there seems to be
no coherent discussion of it as one subject; from the
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A spread from Idea magazine from the special issue, Medium-Specific

A spread from Idea magazine from the special issue, Medium-Specific

A spread from Idea magazine from the special issue, Medium-Specific



fine art perspective it is portrayed as a movement 
born out of 20th century, Western fine art; from the
contemporary poetry perspective they see it as an
extensive study in the field of visual and concrete 
poetry; for the publishing industry it could be an 
emerging market after its recession; or from a wider
visual culture perspective, it is a combined form 
of graphic design and visual arts. All these viewpoints
and research are made and presented, but there 
isn’t a community to exchange information and 
have discussions - which makes it more difficult to 
acknowledge the situation and connect with each 
other for better communication.  

The Relationship between Design and Art in Japan

Unlike the situation surrounding book arts, graphic
design in Japan is almost overwhelming. Indeed, even
some artists’ books are considered to be “designed” 
by artists. Although many books on book design are
published, most of them focus on the final product, the
process and formation of the design, and not so much
on the criticism of the design. 

A Tokyo-based graphic designer, Kohei Sugiura -
whose profound knowledge and research into visual
formation and the relationship of text and image in 
a historical context, especially in Asia - has connected
and influenced many graphic designers since the 1950s
and 60s. As well as being an art director, he also edits
and publishes books himself. His consciousness of the
form of books has blurred the boundary between
graphic arts in book design and independent art 
book projects.  

Sugiura has been trying to initiate an active discussion
in terms of visual arts within the context of Asia. 
In his publication project Books, Text, and Design in 
Asia, he initiates discussions with leading designers, 
calligraphers, typographers, poets and publishers from
China, South Korea, Taiwan, India and Japan; 
observing how text, images and books as a medium
have been developed in each country, and how these
have influenced one another in a historical context, 
as well as how the future form can develop based on
these ideas. 

But what has made the graphic design field so 
significantly dominant in Japan? According to Norio
Sugawara, the aspects of fine arts have traditionally
been closely related to those of applied fine arts. In his
book, Nihon no Gendai Bijutsu (Contemporary Art in Japan),
Sugawara argues that Japanese contemporary art 
started to form as it became conscious of traditional
forms of art when confronted by Western arts, which

suddenly emerged after the drastic social changes of
the Meiji Restoration. The Japanese equivalent word
for “fine art” is “bijutsu”, and the term emerged
around this time in history. 

Before the cultural revolution, traditional creative 
production was mainly pursued by the masses, and
therefore it had a very close relationship with their
everyday lives - hence applied fine art consequently
became such a strong feature of creative production in
Japan. This was seen most prominently in the Edo
period (1603 - 1868), when it became popular for
artists to publish books with their own concepts such 
as Hokusai’s Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji or
Hiroshige’s Fifty-three Stations of the Tokaido. It could be
said that the vibrant, urban culture of Edo marked 
one of the most flourishing times for Japan after the
imperial high culture of Kyoto and the economic
boom of Osaka. The technique of woodblock printing
and the distributable means of books, made it easy not
only for artists, but also for ordinary people to publish
their own books and prints. Throughout the Edo 
period, the ‘Ukiyo-e’ technique and distribution 
systems were spreading and establishing a higher
degree of complexity in the form of visual 
communication, as well as in the form of print media.   
If there was an influence of these Ukiyo-e books and
prints on the current Japanese graphic design culture,
the question is, what about the arts? 

Sugawara argues that the Japanese lost their own 
identity in art after the cultural changes of the 
Meiji Restoration because they were confronted by 
a gap with the form of art that came from Europe
(Sugawara, 1995, 30). For example, even when they
started painting in oils introduced from Europe, the
Japanese would still paint something decorative, with 
a different and particular consciousness of the canvas
as a space.

The most distinctive difference was probably this sense
of space; the lack of perspective and shadow, the flat
areas of decorative colour, and the composition of the
entire space with an off-centred subject. This kind of
consciousness of space and aesthetics was something
distinctly different, just as the French found when they
first came across copies of Ukiyo-e prints used as 
packaging for a consignment of porcelain.

There is a special term for this consciousness of space,
which is just not translatable into English in one word.
If you are familiar with Japanese architecture, you
might have heard of the idea of space called “Ma”.
Although the term is not limited just to physical space -
it is also used to describe space in time. Differing from
the recognised concept of space in the West (which
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A spread from Idea magazine from the special issue Book Design in China Today

A spread from Asia no Hon, Moji, Design by Sugiura Kohei

A spread from Idea magazine from the special issue Book Design in China Today

 



implies actual space itself ), Ma implies the space 
outside the actual space, not margins as such, it’s
almost like void, space and/or time in-between. 
This idea is not only applied to architecture or the
visual arts; the term is also used for forms of poetry,
comedy performances, theatrical performances, the 
tea ceremony, flower arranging and other traditional
art forms, in which the idea is still present. It requires a
consciousness of the space - Ma is something purposely
kept in proportion. 

In the book called Nihon no Bi o Kataru (Aesthetics of Japan
in Discussion), the architect Arata Isozaki, goes on to
explain this idea of Ma:

In terms of performing arts, it is about the empty
space and time, but it’s not just about a state of
vacuum-ness. It’s something that has the power 
of bouncing .... it’s a space that holds up the
energy of movement, hence it’s the most tense
and compressed space, which can also be 
perceived as a vector space. 
(Isozaki, 2004, 297)

This also applies to calligraphy - the way the strokes
are laid out changes the movement, and the Ma plays
an important role for the rhythm of writing. In terms
of visual aspect, this energy transforms into rhythms
when the text is presented on paper, and the space
serves as a potential ground interpretation, which has
much the same idea as that of concrete poetry. This
idea of Ma (or sometimes “Yohaku” depending on the
media it’s presented in) was developed after kana script
was invented, based on Chinese characters; as kana
script is syllabic, the space functions as rhythms in the
text, which was the consequence of detaching the text
from the pictographic form of Chinese characters. 
As opposed to a linear reading of the text, the text 
laid out over a sheet of paper is also referred to as 
“the reading in two dimensions” or “the reading into 
a space.” (Nagahara, 2002, 40)

This idea of space is applied to people’s everyday lives.
All of the above-mentioned forms of arts and creative
production are present in everyday objects and in 
artistic expression - so it is impossible to draw a clear
line between arts and crafts, and art and design, in the
context of Japanese art. 
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An example of how space is used in a poetry book. Top: the 905th poem of Kokin Wakashu, Bottom: the 2838th poem of
Manyoshu. A page taken from Design in Japanese Language. 

 



As print became a more accessible means of
communication, both during the Edo era and after the
digital revolution, it seems that we are now in a similar
situation concerning print media. Although the aspects
of art and design are hard to consider separately, it 
will require a closer examination and more research
into the similarities and differences as well as the 
inter-relationship between graphic design and book 
art, especially in the case of Japan. 

Perhaps  Japanese book art practitioners just need to 
be exposed to more book artwork from all over the
world - so that they will become more conscious of
the subject and the world’s book art community, and
not just focus on the graphic design aspects. 

Kyoko Tachibana pursued BA (Hons) Publishing and 
MA Book Arts at the University of the Arts London.
She is currently a part-time lecturer, a part-time 
assistant in media design, and a freelance translator 
in Sapporo, Japan.  

Sohon Studio (http://www.sohonstudio.net)
info@sohonstudio.net

Notes

1. According to the Shuppan Nenkan 2007 (Publishing
Yearbook 2007) issued by Shuppan News-sha
(Publishing News Press), 80,618 titles were published 
in the year 2006, which is 38 titles more than in 2005,
with the total sales (around 1253.3bn yen) dropping by
1.3% from the previous year.  
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Photography Art Book by Kikuji Kawata, designed by Kohei Sugiura. This was published in 1965, and is a collaborative work between
Kawata, Sugiura and a package designer, Toshiro Ishio. A spread taken from Book Design of Graphic Designers in Japan.
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How to Gut A Fish
by Brandon Graham

Reviewed by Brad Freeman

We are defined within our daily social interactions
often in circumstances, especially during childhood,
that are beyond our control. Over a lifetime in an
unfolding continuum memories flow in and out of our
consciousness, unexpectedly offering glimpses into who
we have become in our responses to people and events. 

Brandon Graham’s How to Gut A Fish weaves together
the story of a woman’s struggle to come to terms with
the unreconciled relationship between herself and 
her abusive father. The woman, Savannah, nearly 
incapacitated, angry, and withdrawn one year after his
death remains haunted by the memory as a seven year
old child alone on a nightmarish camping trip with
him. Savannah’s patient husband Steve, unaware of
the cause of her depression and in an attempt to pull
them back together as a couple, has decided that they
should go on a camping trip to the Ozarks. 

This tightly wrought yet expansive short story 
transforms into an artist’s book with the use of a 
central metaphor presented as a textual/visual motif
beginning on the front cover and flowing through each
page of the book, while another, more conventionally
designed text appears among the much larger typeface
and images of the ongoing motif. Specifically, we are
shown Savannah as a child, depicted in Polaroid-style 

square format photos, while she is forced to listen to
her father’s gross description on how to clean and gut 
a fish. The father’s text appears in a large typeface,
sprawling drunkenly across the page, while the little
girl’s fearful responses; she has never seen him drink
before, sit inside the protective border of the pictures. 

Graham has masterfully realised the potential within
the form of the book to present a story as a textual/
visual narrative. The two elements, Savannah as a child
with her father depicted in words and images, and the
text about the adult Savannah, appear simultaneously
and imply the timeless quality of memories as well as
the cyclical aspect of time.  

The story ends ambiguously, reflecting the process of
life, as the adult Savannah, knowing she has the love 
of her husband, begins to see beyond her depression,
yet its source remains a closely held secret even from
the one closest to her.

How to Gut A Fish
by Brandon Graham
(available at www.chicagobookarts.org $20.00)

Brad Freeman is a photographer, printer, and book artist
whose work is collected internationally. He founded
JAB the Journal of Artists’ Books in 1994 in an attempt 
to raise the level of critical inquiry into artists’ books. 
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Enfolded by Holes: a Diagram of Openings

Tate Shaw

Before we get started in earnest, put down the journal
a moment, place together the pinky sides of your right
and left hands, your palms before your face, and just
study your open hands a few seconds (Fig. 1). 
My apologies if you are in public.

First of all, while a little bit cheesy, we can make a
comparison between this modest exercise and the
image of an open book. Due to my appeal for your
brief examination, the hands are separated out from
your more natural body movements making it easier to
call the gesture an image. An open book is an image if
viewed outside of the flow of a book. An open book
has a certain status as an icon and we have a metaphor
for the open book. “He’s an open book,” someone we
perceive to be forthcoming, or “it’s an open book,”
something easily understood. In the open book
metaphor everything is known. 

I have another request: put yourself in my seat as an
occasional essay writer interested in describing an 
open book as accurately as possible. Guiding you 
will be your personal experience with several 
complicated titles. You might not want to rely too
heavily on pictures of the books you’re describing. 
If you put the open book metaphor with images of
open books it’s possible the essay reader could go 
away with the belief they know everything about the
books without ever having taken them in hand. 
You would be wary because you would recognise the
physical experience of the books to be discussed as
having the potential of far more complexity than your
comments or any pictures you can provide. You might
concede then and opt for highly recommending the
essay reader get their hands on them someday, if
possible. The long and the short of it is - there won’t
be any pictures of the books discussed in this essay and
you should perhaps consider the lack of photographic
documentation as a gap between you and the books
themselves. 

I have come to think of an open book as a hole or an
opening. Picture an open book in your mind’s eye and
what do you see? I see one dominant but blank image
with a line down the middle, a slight staircase stack on
the right and left hand sides and all of this framed
slightly by the cover. I would say the staircases on
either side are signs of the past and future while the
dominant part of the image is like the present. Not to
change the nature of the discussion entirely, but I often
feel like I'm personally wrapped up in the present even
while it seems missing and separate from my sense of

self. I’m more likely to be conscious of where I once
was, or where it is I will be, over any conscious 
awareness of myself in the present moment. I think 
of an open book similarly, that it is centered on what is
present at the moment and therefore represents a gap,
an opening, between past and future pages.

Return to your open hands gesture a minute but this
time consider your movements in their entirety. 
There is the coming together of the hands and then
the separation from one another seemingly opening a
gap between them. I won’t ask you to keep doing this,
but when I attempt to perform the gesture over and
over, my body picks up on a pattern of flipping 
repeatedly between my open hands and the backs 
of my hands and what is created between is an open
sphere. Because the sphere is so abstract I wouldn’t 
say it is absolutely critical you get this (Fig. 2).

The more immediate point is I find something 
suggestive in the movements of the body pertaining 
to book openings. Simultaneous body movements 
may get organised linearly but they overlap when you
reflect on them; I think of a book’s openings likewise.
Furthermore we have categories of the body such as
the right and left hand that we may put together, or
remove from one another, making for a momentary
pause, but these movements are still connected to the
body as a whole. Openings are a momentary stasis 
in an itinerary of reading and by stasis I mean the 
balance of opposite forces that temporarily hamper
motion. Stasis could also mean out-and-out flow 
prevention, say a blockage of the body’s fluids due 
to some condition. This particular definition I would
compare to our image of an open book which has 
the book broken down into more or less unchanging
sections. I’m more interested in dealing here with the
connection of movements, which I see directly 
correlating with openings. 

Like our bodies made to fold and unfold with little
effort (though admittedly with wear and tear over
time), a way of thinking about movements that are
connected could be through folding. Folds, it turns 
out, have a lot in common with openings. What I have
attempted to do here is to describe openings with the
help of concrete examples involving the act of folding
paper. You will need a standard sheet of paper and
where my descriptions fall short, I have drawn 
illustrations to help guide you. 

Begin with the paper held vertically, and then fold 
it up laterally, rotate it 90 degrees, and then open it 
(Fig. 3). The two resulting sides are convergent; the 
fold distinguishes the sides from one another yet it 
is also where they seem to merge, uniting together.
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José Soler has made an untitled meta-book (meta
because it makes a subject of the nature of books)
where most of the occasional texts reference hands 
or holding hands like, “You see two hands holding 
one another” or “You see two hands holding each
other forming a V.”1 I see this last bit of text as 
referring to the right and left hand sides of the book
opening held together in the gutter. The “V” formation
of two people holding hands is comparable to the
angle of a book opening viewed from the head or tail
(Fig. 4). You may also recall my referring earlier to two
categories of the body that come together. Toward the
end of his book Soler states, “You have to introduce
the concept of openness [.] You have to allow the
chance that at any given time the circle could open 
so anyone could leave or join.”2 I admit the idea of
holding hands and joining circles seems sentimental 
at first, but more potent, I think, is what Soler
describes as a flexible boundary.

The final passage of Soler’s book refers to a dance 
of many hands, as in the past and future readers of
the book. It reads, “With a blank book in your hands
and a circular image of a circular dance erasing all
movements it produces you close the book.” 3 Many 
of this book’s openings are purposefully blank. This
makes your own hands and present act of opening the
book more prominent as subjects. The blank openings
are appealing for a couple of other reasons as well.
First, Soler has intermittently included several sheets 
of black carbon paper between the blank pages. This
makes for slight traces of those hands that have held
the book. A few smudges that could possibly pass for
my own fingerprints appear throughout the copy in my
personal collection. In case you miss the point of the

carbon paper, Soler has printed several fingerprints
here and there in varying shades of grey. Secondly, 
the carbon paper does not function all that well. 
It makes for a smudge now and again, as mentioned,
but its purpose (deliberate or not) is more sensorial 
and conceptual. I can see the carbon paper and there
is a waxy feeling left on my finger pads. I know the 
carbon paper is meant for making copies and yet I
rarely detect my identifying marks being copied down;
the blank openings remain mostly blank. Even when 
I press hard I barely make a mark on the page. 

It is the failure of the carbon paper to yield a legible
result that makes this a successful work. Because I 
cannot leave my mark in the book I am inclined to
believe my identity is encompassed by it despite its
blankness. I become folded into the white openings 
the way all the dry, white ingredients are folded 
together before eggs and other wet things are added 
in baking. The point here is there is a separate-
wholeness between the book’s reader and maker; 
also between one reader and all of the book’s readers
all folding together. This is consistent with our paper
folded in half and a book’s openings as well.  

To further describe openings and this notion of
separate-wholeness let’s return our piece of paper to 
its folded state and then fold it in half again once more
(Fig. 5). Say we were to poke one hole all the way
through this quarto fold. When unfolded, we would
discover four separate holes. This is the essence of
Keith Smith’s Book 102.4 Every page contains and/or 
is missing a cutout circle. The first of Smith’s circles 
is cut out of the cover’s fore-edge and they shift slightly
toward the gutter going forward. With the book closed
you can see sloping ridges headed for the middle 
offering a thumb index in reverse. Instead of locating
one place in the book, the thumb has a sloping entry
point to penetrate it entirely (Fig. 6). When I begin
turning the pages of Book 102, my left thumb can 
naturally nab the leftmost edge of each cutout circle
and pull it back forthwith. Eventually I forget my own
movements and notice that slices of light beam
through the perforated openings. The room’s entire
glow seems to get expressed in my hands, framed by
Smith’s ellipses. When reading Book 102, if I were to
put a word to what occurs, it would be affect after
philosopher Brian Massumi. I’ll let him explain:

By ‘affect’ I don’t mean ‘emotion’ in the 
everyday sense. The way I use it comes primarily
from [Baruch] Spinoza. He talks of the body in
terms of its capacity for affecting or being affected.
These are not two different capacities-they always
go together. When you affect something, you are
at the same time opening yourself up to being
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affected in turn, and in a slightly different way
than you might have been the moment before.
You have made a transition, however slight. 
You have stepped over a threshold. Affect is this
passing of a threshold, seen from the point of
view of the change in capacity. It’s crucial to
remember that Spinoza uses this to talk about 
the body. What a body is, he says, is what it can 
do as it goes along.5

Like a moving body constantly open to sensation, 
each opening of Book 102 is affecting another, even 
as it is opened up to being affected. Every opening
reveals your slight repositioning. Every opening is 
like one phase of a trajectory, as simple and complex 
as a celestial body’s rotation on an axis. 

A book by another artist, Masumi Shibata, connects
here and helps to make the point about affect.
Shibata’s Hole in the Sky is made of a Miura fold, 
created by Tokyo University’s Institute of Space 
and Aeronautical Science, Professor Koryo Miura. 
The Miura fold originates with origami, which often
utilises not quite right angles making for parallelograms
to retain paper strength (Fig. 7). Right angles fray at
the folds (you find this all the time with standard road
maps). The Miura fold, repeated in parallel, can turn 
a piece of paper into many interdependent cells. 
The mutually supporting cells allows for the opening 
of a Miura fold in one smooth movement.6

Shibata’s Hole in the Sky is a photograph of a blue sky
with a few cottony white clouds printed on a Miura
folded sheet of paper. In the middle of the paper 
a circle is cut out. The book is pocket-sized with a
snap-closure. You can easily carry it with you and, 
with its one-pull unfolding method, effortlessly view a
bit of the actual sky through Hole in the Sky.7 Shibata’s
book is part of a series of works made from principles

aimed at subjectively redefining time and space. 
He writes, “Time was considered to be absolute and
evenly spread. This is a very trusting way of perceiving
our environment. We tend to think things will get 
better and more efficient as time passes. The last 
century’s industrial revolutions, scientific discoveries
and technological developments all benefited from this
trust. Is it truly compatible to how we want to live?”8 

Hole in the Sky is instructive to remind us how we are
affecting the environment as well as affected by it-in
the emotional sense. To me, what is useful about 
Hole in the Sky relates to Brian Massumi’s description 
of affect - the “passing of a threshold, seen from the
point of view of the change in capacity.” 9 If Hole in 
the Sky is viewed as analogous to said threshold, then
the capacity for the environment to affect us is limited
to just one small circle and this is the direct result of
our own inefficiencies, our inanities. By holding up
Shibata’s book you can get a much more intense - 
and I would argue precise - view of how humans 
and the world make up each other.

Let’s continue to convey openings by making another
fold with our paper, this one requiring a tad more 
precision. Facing you should be the sheet of paper 
folded twice in half with the second fold positioned on
the left hand side. From the bottom left hand corner,
make a fold up at as close to 30 degrees as possible
(check the provided drawing if without a protractor)
(Fig. 8). Once creased you may unfold the paper 
entirely and view the design made by the fold lines. 
All of the scores should lead to more or less the middle
of the paper. Try rotating it around and the center
point of convergence will stay the same. This is pretty
much the principle behind Space + Time by Ken Leslie.
Here is the artist in his own words from the book: 

From one place in the garden I measured the
perimeter of my world and marked off 52 
equally spaced points. Then I shot a photo 
every week facing each successive point. 
At the end of one year I’d be back where 
I had begun. In so far as Magellan had 
already traveled around the world, I sat in 
one spot and let the world travel around me. 
Two ways to discover the world is round.10

Space + Time comes in a sly little folder, shaped like
nothing else (a cartoon forearm comes closest). 
You slide it out and view a few accordion folded 
openings with photographs of mostly trees. There is
some upside-down text telling you your orientation
might be off so you go unsteadily pulling and lifting 
at edges. You begin to understand the book needs to 
be spread out and requires a complete opening. 
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Within several seconds you unfurl a sturdy paper ring
(Fig. 9), easily 3 feet in diameter, of pictures all stitched
together. Like any ring, the middle is missing or empty.
In a flattened sense, the empty center point of the 
circle is where Leslie stood to make his photographs 
of the world around him. Nothing here documents
Leslie in the act of photographing. 

Something about the hole in the middle of
Space + Time allows for a dislocation of the self I 
find important. When I read the book, I virtually 
enter Leslie’s lived experience. I am Leslie, sitting in 
his garden, fully enfolded and capable of scoping all
around the perimeter. We might say that each week
that Leslie photographed, one section of the circle, 
is like one opening of a traditional codex book. 
As Shibata once noted to me: “a book is 360
degrees.” 11 The experience of one opening may 
take up more of the book than another, but in 
the end, each opening is a quantifiable part of
completing the circle.  

To fully put across my portrayal of openings we need
to return our folded paper back into the polygon with
its one side angled at 30 degrees (Fig. 8). Now take 
the upper right hand corner and fold it down in such 
a way as to make as close to an equilateral triangle as
possible (Fig. 10). This is the shape, when closed, of
Scott McCarney’s In Case of Emergency12 and the triangle
points to the three triangles within a circle symbol for
nuclear fallout shelters. The first few times I read In
Case of Emergency it seemed like pure chaos to me. 
It pops open and unfolds every which way. 
Every place you look there are images of bombs 
dropping, concentric circles making for targets, fallout
shelter signs, scenes from the Wizard of Oz, muscle 
men flexing, texts telling you how to prepare for 
disaster, little people scrambling: it’s extremely intense.

I felt as though I was managing fledgling limbs while
urgently seeking an opening for escape.

Like the body’s ability to move any which way, 
the form of McCarney’s book offers many freedoms
but before long I felt it kept putting me in its closed,
triangular position. To be clear, I am making this
occur, but it seems the natural inclination of the book
also. I interpret this withdrawal back into a tight knit
position to be like a constant command to duck and
cover. The text of In Case of Emergency comes from 
a 1954 pamphlet with a checklist for what to do in 
case of nuclear attack,13 including orders to double
over and fold, to make yourself small. 

The assertion here is to show the restrictions fear 
mongering puts on freedom. But somehow despite the
subject matter, In Case of Emergency manages, in a droll
kind of way, to be hopeful. When you disengage its
tangled limbs from the crouched triangular position,
you start to see how the artist put it together. The
book’s components are actually quite basic: two paper
strips accordion folded at 60-degree angles that are
then sewn together (Fig. 11). It is the intensity of
your opening experiences with the book that initially
create such stress. The movements and imagery that 
at first appear fragmented are all connected parts of
a pattern.

To put this into context, it might be helpful to reflect
on the fact that McCarney developed the form for 
In Case of Emergency in a class with artist John Wood 
at Visual Studies Workshop. This was in 1983 the 
year Buckminster Fuller died. 14 Fuller, you’ll recall, 
amongst his other visionary achievements, created the
Dymaxion Map. By projecting the global map onto a 
polyhedron, Fuller could then unfold and flatten the 
globe forming a two-dimensional rendition that 
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more or less maintained the perspective and relative
distances of the world’s major landmasses (Fig. 12).
What this does, in Fuller’s view, is allow you to see 
the world in its entirety at once rather than viewing 
just one side of a sphere at a time. Such an open, 
connected perspective lessens the relevance of
political boundaries imposed upon the world when
seen in fragmented form.15

John Wood devoted the weeklong workshop McCarney
attended to Buckminster Fuller’s profound thinking.16

For his part, Wood had created a book (also made at
Visual Studies Workshop) called Ten Page Note 17 in 
1973, a decade prior. Ten Page Note is what inspired 
my illustration of openings through paper folding 
and so I’ll close this discussion with Wood’s simple but
insightful work. In it you have the offset printed image
of a standard piece of notebook paper. It appears ten
times in the book-five folds opened and photographed
front and back (Fig. 13). What is revealed for me in 
Ten Page Note is plain and utterly optimistic. One piece
of paper, though singular, can make for 64 sections in
five easy gestures. You can keep doubling the paper
over until it is diminutive and stressed but through 
your attempt to make it smaller you’re also making
many fluidly connected parts. The reduced paper 
will ultimately be opened and its oneness will remain
intact only to be intensified by its repeated attempts 
at division. 

The opened sheet of paper is a map of the position 
the paper was put in18, the creases and folds examples
of the boundaries created. Say you dwell too long on
any one of the cells created from the fold-lines. 
Say it gets completely separated out in your mind 
and you aren’t sure which direction to go next. 
It may be a hole you’re in but this is only ever 
temporary. As Massumi puts it this is an extremely
hopeful place to be: 

This uncertainty can actually be empowering -
once you realize that it gives you a margin of
maneuverability and you focus on that, rather
than on projecting success or failure. It gives 
you the feeling that there is always an opening 
to experiment, to try and see. This brings a 
sense of potential to the situation. The present’s
‘boundary condition’, to borrow a phrase from
science, is never a closed door. It is an open
threshold-a threshold of potential. You are 
only ever in the present in passing. If you look 
at it that way you don't have to feel boxed in 
by it, no matter what its horrors and no matter
what, rationally, you expect will come. You may
not reach the end of the trail but at least there’s 
a next step.19

I won’t deny the obvious attempt to relate a book’s
openings to something more profound. Let me 
reiterate Massumi by saying the essence of openings 
is that there are always more of them, like our folded
piece of paper now with several cells and categories.
Our paper holds every trace of our handling and its
fold-lines could eventually tear and fracture. Even still,
you can always generate more folds. You can always
make it touch parts of itself that perhaps it hadn’t
already touched before.  

Tate Shaw is a book artist, writer and co-publisher of
Preacher’s Biscuit Books. He is the Interim Director 
of Visual Studies Workshop, Rochester, NY, USA.
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ARTIST’S PAGE CONTRIBUTORS

Carson & Miller: (Your Turn - John and Your Turn -
Patricia pages 36 & 37) Jonathan Carson and Rosie
Miller’s collaborative practice centres around their
common interest in narrative. They use the site of
the book as a shared creative space, authoring most
recently The Exquisite Fold (2007), Things We Have Seen
(edited) (2008) and synopsis (2008). 

Their explorations of narrative and game-playing have
extended beyond the book and into the gallery. A Game
We Made Up (2008) was exhibited in Bureau Gallery,
Salford and Cable Factory, Helsinki earlier this year. 
In this work, Carson & Miller created a series of
bespoke narrative games, designed to be played in 
specific locations matched to particular players. 
Using a simple question and answer game as a starting
point, the resulting work utilises text and sound to draw
on the complex ways in which we narrate our lives.

Carson & Miller’s work is in the collections of
Arts Council Ireland, The Laurence Sterne Trust,
University of the West of England, Manchester
Metropolitan University’s Special Collections and
University of Plymouth. They are currently working
on an artist’s book and exhibition in collaboration 
with Manchester Metropolitan University’s Special
Collections, Righton Press and English Research
Institute, for completion in 2009.  
Email: J.Carson@salford.ac.uk

Sandy Christie: (Dons Guns endpage 76 ) I am a
multi-media artist and I live and work in Edinburgh. 
As well as my exhibition-based work I make and 
produce artists’ books and zines

Sandy Meets 1 + 2 is a popular ongoing series; the 
character ‘Sandy Meets’ meets a host of celebrities 
or are they?? with interestingly funny results. Fence,
Wartales, and Scrambler are a fine blend of colours, 
concepts, drawings, devices, characters and more. 

Paper X is a group zine project where anyone can 
submit work. Issue 1 showcases 37 multi-disciplinary,
creative works, nationally and internationally. 
To get involed in future issues, send submissions to
paper.xx@gmail.com for more information please visit 
www.sandychristie.co.uk 

David Faithfull: (Panoramic Landscape a-b-c-a page18)
is based in Scotland and lectures at Duncan of
Jordanstone College of Art in Dundee. 

Much of his work is based on the natural environment
and human relationships with it, historically and 
culturally. Recent projects have explored tides and
coastlines, through text and image, and experimental
palindromic and panoramic forms. These include
extensive investigations on the Isle of Mull in the
Scottish Hebrides and the crash of a Tornado jet 
near Torness nuclear power Station in south-east
Scotland, through the Jettison series of artists’ books.
Panoramic Landscape a-b-c-a represents an installation
entitled The Landscape, one of a series of inter-
related room spaces developed for the exhibition
‘Inkubator’ of artists’ books, prints and multiples 
curated by Faithfull in Edinburgh in 2007.
Incorporating specifically commissioned wallpapers,
furniture and floor coverings; the themed areas were
designed to enhance the overall experience of viewing
and freely handling artists’ books within the normal
restraints of the gallery environment.

David Faithfull publishes artists’ books under the
Semper Fidelis imprint in Edinburgh. He has exhibited
extensively both nationally and internationally and has
work in collections including the Tate and the Scottish
National Gallery of Modern Art.
david@davidfaithfull.co.uk

seekers of lice: (page 60) was set up in 2007.
Its practice is concerned with words and objects.
Projects range from interventions in public places, 
participation in curated projects and exhibitions in 
galleries to book publishing and multiples.
Recent work includes dumbshow // theatre of objects 
with 3 scripts, a model theatre with cast of objects and
texts. The first script, the shine on the nose : dumb show
is published here. Each copy of the journal contains 
1 page of the 10 page script. The complete script 
is distributed through the different copies.
www.axisweb.org/artist/seekersoflice
seekersoflice@aol.co.uk

E F Stevens: (page 17) lives and works in Boulder,
Colorado, USA. Her practice includes artists’ books,
installation, video and phone text-based works. The
Centre for Fine Print Research has invited Stevens 
to produce a phone-based piece for our AHRC project
this winter, as a series of short text pieces to create 
an artist’s book in five instalments. If you would like 
to receive her free bookwork via your mobile phone 
(this will be sent through a free Internet service, 
so you will not be charged to receive the messages)
then please email her to register with: your name,
country, mobile/cell phone number and network
provider, at: stevensef@googlemail.com 

 



Unfortunately not all network providers can receive
this type of text message (especially in the USA), so if
your network provider cannot be catered for, Stevens
can send you the same set of text instalments by email
instead.

Nick Thurston: (page 4) is based in West Yorkshire,
England. He is author of Reading the Remove of Literature
(2006) and Historia Abscondita (An Index of Joy) (2007);
has exhibited or performed in New York, old York and
Haarlem (Holland) in the last year; and since 2006 has
been Co-Editor of the independent artists’ book
imprint information as material. Conceptualist 
reading performances are the crux of Nick’s poetical
and editorial work - an optic onto art-making which
also underpins his approach to pedagogy at Sheffield
Hallam University.

Baysan Yüksel (bayananderson): (page 72) was
living in a huge city in chaos and was feeding herself
with all that chaos, pop culture, the drama within 
the city and the city itself: an unorganised living 
mechanism… recently she got fed up with all that 
oily stinky mechanism, she moved to countryside 
for a year. She is cutting, pasting, drawing and 
painting constantly… here and there… forever.

http://bayananderson.deviantart.com
baysan_yuksel@yahoo.com
recent project: www.18kopek.com

Selected exhibitions:
Plastic City, Underconstruction, Istanbul, 2007
restfest- digital hell/heaven, Istanbul, 2008
The Collage Box - Kassini House Gallery, Vermont,
USA, 2008

Cover, sticker and badge: design by Beth White 
and illustration by Penny White.

Beth White is a freelance designer; her cover, sticker
and badge designs for The Blue Notebook are based on
rebus puzzles, some of which are phonetic.
Tel: 07904 867943 email: cbethw@hotmail.com

Penny White is a painter, her works can be viewed 
at www.pennywhite.net 
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Maria Fusco is a Belfast-born writer, critic and 
editor. She is Director of Art Writing at Goldsmiths
College in London. Her research interests centre
around the distributive, networks of association and
ensuing cultural seepage that inform and invigorate
contemporary art writing, with a particular interest in
self/independent visual arts publishing. 

She regularly contributes to international visual arts
magazines and journals, edited Put About: A Critical
Anthology on Independent Publishing, also convening an
accompanying conference at Tate Modern. She is 
the editor of The Happy Hypocrite a new journal for 
and about experimental writing.
www.thehappyhypocrite.org

Susan Johanknecht is an artist and writer working
under the imprint of Gefn Press. She is interested in
the book as a site for poetic and collaborative practice.
Her recent project Cunning Chapters co-curated with
Katharine Meynell, is a series of artists’ chapters 
thematically linked by ideological concerns of ‘well
madeness’, loss and conservation in the production of
art work, using a combination of technologies. It was
launched at the British Library in October 2007. 

A retrospective of the Gefn Press was recently held at
the Bailey/Howe Library, University of Vermont and
tours to Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, this
Autumn 2008. Susan Johanknecht is Subject Leader 
of MA Book Arts at Camberwell College of Arts,
University of the Arts London.

Dr Paulo Silveira (b.1958) lives in Porto Alegre,
Brazil. He has degrees in; Fine Art (drawing and 
painting) and Communications, and a PhD in Visual
Arts - History, Theory and Criticism, from the
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS). 

Paulo is the co-ordinator of the publishing section of
Editora da UFRGS, the author of A página violada,
2001, and regularly writes articles on contemporary 
art and the artist’s book. He is a member (heading the
artists’ books section) of the research group 
Veículos da Arte  - Vehicles of Art.

Buzz Spector is an artist and critical writer. His work
makes frequent use of the book, both as subject and
object, and is concerned with relationships between
public history, individual memory, and perception. 
He has exhibited nationally and internationally, and
has written numerous critical essays and reviews.

Spector was a co-founder of WhiteWalls, a magazine of
writings by artists, in Chicago in 1978, and served as
the publication’s editor until 1987. Since then he has
written extensively on topics in contemporary art and
culture, and has contributed reviews and essays to a
number of publications, including American Craft,
Artforum, Art Issues, Dialogue, Exposure, New Art Examiner,
and Visions. He is the author of The Book Maker’s Desire,
critical essays on topics in contemporary art and artists’ books
(Umbrella Editions, 1995), and numerous exhibition
catalogue essays, including Ann Hamilton: Sao Paulo -
Seattle (University of Washington Press, 1992), and
Dieter Roth (University of Iowa Museum of Art, 1999). 

Buzz Spector is based at the Department of Art at
Cornell University, USA. 

Tom Trusky teaches Book Arts at Boise State
University and is Director of The Idaho Center for 
the Book, an affiliate of the Library of Congress
Center for the Book. 

His recent work includes michael b- a f inding (Painted
Smiles Press, 2007).

Ulrike Stoltz is an artist who lives and works in
Germany and Italy. Her focus is on books, typography,
texts, drawings, and installations. 

Ulrike is the Professor for Typography and Book Art
and Design at the Hochschule für Bildende Künste
Braunschweig, Germany (University of Art and
Design, Braunschweig). Her current academic 
research project is on non-linear reading in books.

Co-founder and member of Unica T (“a ficticious 
person making real books”) for15 years, until the 
group split in 2001. She has continued in artistic 
collaboration for 20 years with Uta Schneider as usus.
www.boatbook.de

Trans-lation: Dem Möglichkeitssinn Fläche, Raum und 
Stimme geben/Lending surface, space and voice to the sense of
possibility - a major exhibition of new works by usus: 
Uta Schneider and Ulrike Stoltz, was shown at the
Klingspor Museum, Offenbach am Main, Germany, 
in 2007. A bilingual catalogue (German/English) is
available, for more info email: usus@boatbook.de

 






